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Mayoral election vote 
illegal, Orr charg~s · 
By Victoria Pier~ 
Acting Mayor Eugene Sawyer was 
elected illegally, former interim Mayor 
David Orr told his Columbia Urban 
Politics class last Monday. 
"I fmnly believe what was done was 
illegal, butistiU went ahead with it," he 
said. 
• He explained that rather than risk the 
secilrity of the aldermen and the public 
at the Dec. I City Couocil meeting, he 
went along with the election. 
Thnsions were high, people were 
tired and to ~top the meeting at that time 
could have evolved into a near riot, he 
said. 
In any other City Council matter a 
declarati{'" must, by law, either go !O 
conunittee or have the rules suspended mediately after the declaration was on 
withatwo-thirdsvote. Ald. Tim Evans' the floor. 
supporters we~ trying to get the decla- "If you don't give the minority a 
ration to go to conunittee, approxi- chance to speak, they never will get the 
mately a two-day process which would chance," he said. 
have delayed the vote, Orr continued. If he would have called on a member 
- Orr ruled this to b<i correci, but was of the majority (Sawyer supporters), 
overruled twice by Ald. Eugene Saw- they would have called a motion to end 
yer's supporters. Sawyer's supporters debate and not other discussion on the 
did not have the two-thirds vote needed declaration would have been given by 
to suspend the rules. Hence, the elec- anyone, Orr explained. 
lion of Sawyer bypassed the legal proc- Orr also answered to the charges that 
esses of the law, according to Orr. he was playing politics by delaying the 
"What is law and what the courts will meeting. 
act upon are two entirely different "Thechaircannotjustcallameeting. 
things," Orr said. Until (the alderrnen) were ready, I 
Orr also went on to explain why he couldn't call a meeting," he explained. 
had called on silt Evans supporters im- Continued on Page 7 
Foster parent shortage 
ke_~Qs _children homeless 
By Geneva Bland and with the family. Social workers are ments, while the child is held in cusiody 
-
Kathleen Misovic available 24 hours per day, all year for 30 days. 
As many Chlcagoans gather together around, according to Joan Langan, an If the courts fmd after 30 days that 
to share in gift giving, caroling and tree employee for the illinois Office of Le- the child can ' t continue living in the 
decorating, many children sit in state fa- gal Counsel. household because of neglect and 
cilities awaiting that chance to be a part If they fmd that the child is ina poten- abuse, the child goes through a guardi-
ofsomeone's holiday. tially dangerous situation they are im- anship hearing. This is the last of the 
"There are more children than there mediately placed in emergency foster hearings. In this hearing, the court de-
are homes available fot We have an ur- homes, where they can be placed 24 cides if the child should be turned over 
gent need to increase the number of hours a day. If they are not at high risk, t.Q DCFS. 
homes," said EDen Smyth, Foster Care the family is required to attend sessions "The ~umber of children turned over 
Program Planner for the lllinois Depart- with social workers who provide coon- to DCFS has grown," said Langan. 
rnent of Children and Family Services seling and therapy. If the parent is a sub- " We're drowning in referrals from the 
(DCFS). stance abuse~ the social worl<er refers hotline." 
"We're placing about 200 kids a them to the Public Aid Department for Ages of the children referred to the 
monthandthenumberofabusedkidsin Special'lreatment. hotline vary from a few weeks to 17 
Cook County is rising. In the last fiseal When the child is removed from the years. If a child becomes a ward of the 
year we've had 30 percent more reports horne, whether it's for 48 hours or state before he turns 18, he can remain 
of child neglect than the previous y~ ·: Ionge~ each case goes through the juve- in the foster home until he is 21, if he is 
Smyth said. nile court for a sequence of hearings, pursuing a higher education. 
Foster care is temporary shelter for the fU"St of which is the prota:tive cus- "Even though the foster parent is re-
children who are neglected or abused at tody hearing. sponsible for taking care of the child, 
horne, or in some cases, whose parents DCFS maintains the responsibility for 
are deCeased. They are placed in foster During this hearing, a child is held in paying their medical bills. DCFS also 
homes with the hopes of being reunited an emergency for48 hours until a social makes a monetary payment to the foster 
with their families. worl<er can determine whether or not parent," Smyth said. 
Manyofthesechildrenarereferredto the child is in danger. If the social · 
DCFS through the national 24-hour worl<er determines they are, the judge Smyth points out that the task of find-
child abuse hotline, 1-800-25-ABUSE. places the child in temporary custody. ing suitable foster homes is a difficult 
~ a call is received, within five Following temporary custody there one. 
hours the department sends a social is a hearing in which the court further " My job is to f'l)SI foster homes with 
worker to the child's house to speak investigates the child's living arrange- caring parents, and get them ready to 
start caring for the children. It's reaDy a 
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santa delivers the gift Baseball talks heat-up of~isdom winter in Dallas ; .. 
PAGE 13 
challenge, because most people nowa-
days just don't have the time," she ex-
plained. 
DCFS launched a campaign last year 
recruiting more foster parents called 
"Give Someone a Home Advantage." 
In conjunction with the campaign, 
Smyth visits hospitals and various serv-
ice groups, to spread the word about 
homeless children through a slide show 
titled "The Face of the Children." 
"This slide show captures foster par-
ents telling about what their life is like 
with the foster kids and what it"s like to 
be a foster parent. We try to get people 
to do something about it (foster care sit-
uation) instead of lening it sit in their 
minds," Smyth said. 
Mayor Harold Washington 
1922-1987 
See special photo section 
pages4&5 
College gains 
$1 millon boost 
By meeting the U.S. Department of 
Education's challenge to raise $500,000 
before July 15, 1987, Columbia Col-
lege was able to receive a government 
endowment for the same amount, re-
sulting in a total endowment of $ 1 mil-
lion. 
" The adv~ge of this endowment is 
that there's one to one matching for 
every dollar we earned, the Board of 
Education gave us another, " said Jack 
Wolfson, Columbia 's director of devel-
opment. 
Columbia trustee members, alumni , 
college officials and facu lty raised most 
of the half million dollars through per-
sonal solicitation. 
"The money was earned through a 
combination of the effons of everyone 
involved in the institution," said Wolf-
The endowment was invested in a 
bank in July. Under a provision of the 
grant, however, Columbia can not 
spend the endowment for 20 years. The 
coUege may only spend 50 percent of 
the endowment ·s interest income each 
year. The percentage of earned income 
will fluctuate each year depending on 
the economy. 
Whether or not the endowment"s in-
terest will suffer this year because of the 
stock marl<et crash, depends on how 
much recovery is made in the economy 
before next July. 
At the end of the 20 years (July 2007) 
"We (Columbia) can do anything we 
want with the money." Wolfsohn said . 
"We also have the right not to spend it at 
all." 
Columbia was one of 40 national col-
leges and universities to receive this en-
1 ·.;_ PAGE20 Continued on Page 7 sohn . Continued on Page 7 
.News Briefs 
Writing Center hosts holiday open house 
l1le Columbia College Writing Cente~ 623 S. Wabash Ave., will sponsor a 
Holiday Celebration and Open House on Dec. 17 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
A tour of the facility will be given and refreshments will be served. All 
Columbia staff, students and faculty are invited to visit. 
For funher information, call 663-1600 x698. 
Ice skating season begins at Daley Plaza 
l1le skating rink at the Daley Bicentennial Plaza, 337 E. Randolph in Gmnt 
Parle opened Dec. I. . 
l1le rink is highlighted by lights and outdoor music as well as an indoor 
wanning area, vending machines and locker facilities. 
The fee is $1.25 for adults and 75 cents for children under 14. Skate rental is 
$1.25 for adults and 75 cents for children. 
Operating hours are Mon.-Fri. from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. and 9 a.m. to 6:30 
p.m. in two hours shifts on weekends and holidays. 
For more information, call294-4790. 
Hyatt Reiency presents a rock and roll new year 
Chicago's Hyatt Regency Hotel, 151 E. Wacker Dr., will host a rock and 
roll party to bring in the new year Dec. 31 . 
Robert Murphy from QIOI, "The Booze Brothers," and "lbe Great Pre-
tenders," will be performing in the Gmnd Ballroom. 
The entertainment package, including a complimentary champagne toast, 
is $25 per person. Special room rates are also available for $99 per couple plus 
tax, with a late check-out time. 
For more information and reservations, call819-1988. 
Holiday Star Theatre presents Kool & The Gang 
l1le Holiday Star Theatre, Hi5 & U.S. 30 in Merriville, Ind. will feature 
Kool & l1le Gang, Dec. 19-20. 
Ticket prices are $17.95. Dinner packages are also available for $34.35 and 
$30.45. Showtimes are Sat. Dec. 19 at 8 p.m. and Sun. Dec. 20 at 7:30p.m. 
For ticket information, call 734-7266. 
George Orwell's "Animal Farm" returns to the stage 
The reopening of Peter Hall's adaptation of George Orwell's "Animal 
Farm" will run through Jan . 10 at the Bailiwick Repertory Theatre Building, 
1225 W. Belmont (we. 
Showtimes are 8:15 p.m. Thurs.-Sat . and 3: 15 p.m. on Sundays. Ticket 
prices mnge from $12-$15. 
For more information, call327-5252. 
Scholarships 
and Opportunities 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS: University of Montana provides stipend of 
$4850 plus waiver of tuition and fees in the areas of light/sound; costuming and 
scenic design. Positions offer opportunity to grow in 2 year old, state-of-the-an 
facility. Contact: Mr. Patrick Shaughnssy, Department of Drama/Dance; Univer-
sity of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812. 
PRODUCTION INTERNS: Major Off-Broadway company needs interns to 
crew The Dayroom by Don Delillo, directed by Michael Blakemore. Tech re-
hearsal and performance dates : Dec. I. 1987 through January 1988. Stipends 
available. Letter and resume to Michael Stotts, Management Associate. MAN-
HATTAN THEATER CLUB, 453 West 16th Street , New Yori<. NY 10011 . 
FFSTIVAL INTERNSIDPS: International Theater Festival of Chicago. (May, 
1988) Available internships in the areas of company management, press and mar-
keting, production, community service and outreach. Letter to: INTERNA-
TIONAL THEATER FESTIVAL OF CHICAGO: P.O. Box 3567. Chicago, IL · 
60654. 
MARKETING Iflo'TERN: Snowmass Repertory Theater in unique resort com-
munity offering opportunity to employ every phase of mari<eting from press re-
lease writing to printing of program. Well-rounded experience. Write to: Cindy 
Kimbrell, SRT. Box 6275, Snowmass Village, CO 81615 or call (303) 923-3773. 
R~ns from January 5, 1988through end of February. 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FREELANCE WRITERS: In conjunction 
with FREELANCE WATCH magazine is sponsoring a creative writing contest. 
Entries are invited in the following catagories: shon story. poetry, script , anicle/ 
essay. Deadline: December 30, 1987. Cash awards for selected winners. For 
details contact: Joseph L. Overman, Editor/Publ isher, FREELANCE WATCH, 
P.O. Box 1191, Meade, MD 20755 or call (301) 672-1382. 
SHOOTING l>'TAR REVIEW: Non-profit litemry magazine seeks original 
wori< for publication. l1le Review features original and classic short fiction. po-
etry, essays and book reviews. Contact Sandm Gould Ford , Editor: 7123 Race 
Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15208. (4 12173 1-7039). 
Naiionallnstitutc for Music Theater oilers project gr•nts for singers. 6mnts mngc 
from $ 150-$1,000. Contact National Institute for Music Theater. Kennedy Cen-
ter; Washington, DC 20566. (202/965-2800) 
(The above infori1Ultion has been provided by the Offin! of L'urec•r Plumiing and 
Profe.uional Plac:emem. For further dellJiiJ com:erniiiJ.: the imernship.,· am/ op-
porumities list , contact Monica Weber Gray/e.\',\' in the Career Sc•rvic£'.\' o.Dkc•, 
Room «17. muin huiltlimt. l 
-
Correction 
In the Nov. 231ssue oft he Chronicle a photo caption on page 3 was 
incorrect. The speaker In the photo was Glose Rimanelll and he was 
speaking at the Italian-American tribute. The Chronicle regrets the 
error. 
Last minute travelers pay 
in holiday crunch 
By Lee Bey 
While most travelers this holiday sea-
son are envisioning heartfelt reunions 
with their friends and loved ones, care-
less travel planning may delay millions 
of voyagers in reaching their destina-
tion, sources in the travel industry said. 
More than 29 million people used 
planes, trains, or automobiles to travel 
100 miles or more in the U.S. last 
Christmas season, according to AAA 
Chicago Motor Club, they expect simi-
lar figures this year. 
And those who wait until the last 
minute to make arrangements this sea-
son may face increased travel difficulty 
as well as increased fares, industry in-
siders said. 
" You should make your (plane) res-
ervations early," said Andrea Galinski, 
a travel agent at Me Travel, 55 E. Wash-
ington. "Most flights may already be 
booked up. People are willing to spend 
money for air travel this y~ and we've 
booked over 1,000 flights this month 
and last month (combined)." 
A round trip flight to New Yori< City 
could cost $160 or more, Galinski said. 
But if you wait until a week before your 
desired departure date, it's going to cost 
you. 
"It could be anywhere from $190 to 
$200 and up," she said. 
The Greyhound-Trailways busline 
could provide an alternative for 
acrophobic wayfarers, or those with a 
little more travel time on their hands. 
employee who gave only her fliSt name, 
Th~. -
"Buy your tickets in advance and 
y<lu 'U get a better deal," ~said. "Chi-
cago to New Yori< is $59 one way and 
$1 18 round-trip .Monday through 
Thursday." Weekend travel is $63 one 
way, while a round-trip ti~lcet is $130 
Thursday through Sunday .. 
"Remember the tickets are fliSt 
come, ftrst serve," Thresa said. "So 
buying a ticket won't guarantee you a 
seat." 
l1le 809-mile trip to New Yori< City 
will take 17 to 20 hours by bus, com-
pared to a plane trip of only a couple of 
hours. 
But most of the nation's travelers this 
holiday seasQn will use their 'automo-
biles. Last y~ 25 million people drove 
to their yuletide destinations. 
. Projected statistics for this year's tra-
vel won't be in for another few days yet, : 
according to a AAA Chicago Motor' 
Club spokesman, but there is an indica-
tion that the numbers may not change 
much this year. 
" And in the Great Lakes area, which 
includes Dlinois, Indiana, Wisconsin 
Michigan and Ohio, there were six mil-
lion cars on the road," Steve Daggers, a 
AAA Chicago Motor Club spokesman 
said. 
Motorisis may have a drop in gas 
prices to look forward to this season, 
said an Dlinois Gasoline Dealers Asso-
ciation spokesman. But be also warns 
motorists not to depend on saving a very 
sizeable amount. 
Zabaly said the demand of oil by-
products the oil company Clll t1111t11 
from the od, such 1\5 healing oil, o6ea 
sets the price of gasoline ... . 
"If the demand is low. and they line 
to use the oil for gasoline, the price will 
rise, .. he said. 
The roads are sometimea daD&eroua 
around holiday time, with 4SO to 5SO 
fatalities and over 19,000 tlaff'IC-rellllid 
injuries reported nationwide, accorc1iDJ 
to the National Safety Council. 
"Obviously, you don' t drink and 
drive," said Gail Mansfteld, a public 
relations assistant for the Nlllio:lad 
Safety Council, 444 N. Michigan Ave. 
"When you're at a party, drink only oae 
drink per hou~ and know that the drink 
is the same if it's one J2oz. of~ Soz 
of wine, or one ounce of distiiJed liq-
uor." 
Mansfield also said that the t.d 
weather during the holidays makes for 
imperfect driving conditions, and could 
cause skidding. 
"If you go into a skid, tum the 
wheels in the direction you want the 
'front of the car to go," Mansfield said. 
"It seems kind of obvious, but a lot of. 
people don't know that." 
And according to an employee at the "Gas prices might drop one or two 
The organization estimates the ma-
jority of the hOliday mishaps are the 
result of "angle" accidents, in which 
one car strikes another at a right angle. 
Head on collisions and rear end acci-
dents round out the top three forms of 
accidents, the organization said. Greyhound Travel Information Cente~ cents a gallon," said Carl Zabaly, an or-
the merging buslines will provide more ganization spokesman. "But oil com- Whatever the fonn of travel, most in 
buses for the holiday rush. panics sometimes keep the price artifi- the industry or related fields agree that a 
"Travelers should leave early and al- cially high depending on the otber ·little careful planning can prevent a Jot 
low for weather problems," said the things they use the barrel of oil foe" of headaches later. 
Scholarship recipients 
uphold Fischetti's _legacy ·· 
By Victoria Pierce 
Amid the company of prominent lo-
cal and national media figures , the Sev-
enth Annual John Fischetti Scholarship 
Dinner, honoring the late political car-
toonist John Fischetti, was held at the 
Conrad Hilton and Towers Dec. I . 
Guest speaker Jack Germond, of 
PBS's " McLaughlin Group" and a po-
litical analyst for NBC's "Tnday 
Show," discussed the ethics of tnday's 
press. 
"The press acts too much as partici-
pants in political campaigns rather than 
reporters of political campaigns," Ger-
mond said . "We should reflect our soci-
ety." 
Also honored were the 1987-88 Co-
lumbia College Fischetti scholars for 
Journalism. 
They are: graduate students Mary 
Fran Gleason, former Editor of the 
Shelton Island Reporter in New Yori< 
and Elizabeth Owens who received her 
B.A. with honors from Columbia; Nick 
Salitino, an aspiring political cartoon-
ist, Matthew McDonnell, a reporter for 
the City News Bureau; Geneva Bland, 
Managing Editor of the Columbia 
Chronicle and Penny Mateck, Editor· 
in-Chief of the Columbia Chronicle. 
SS East Washinjton 
Suit• 1311 
Chicago, IL 60601 
( 
James K. Wil/emta11 D.D.S. 
"121 .\46-SM t 
Ja~k Germond of PBS's "McLaughlin Group" addressed the crowd otm&: 
dia figures at the Sennth Annual John Fischetti Dinner. 
On behalf of the scholarship winners, 
Mateck explained how they will con-
tinue the memory of John Fischetti. 
"Fischetti's dedication to hard wori< 
is a legacy which he left behind and it is 
a legacy which we, as Fischetti 
scholars, will pick up and carty on from 
where he left off," she said. 
Also in a ttendance were previous 
scholarship winners Rudy M. \bri<apie, 
now a reporter for the Daily Southtown 
Economist and Gregory Walke~ now of 
the Associated Press. 
The Chicago llibune 's Dick I...ocbel' 
was the winner of the Annual Editorial 
Cartoon Competition. The $2,500 wu 
presented by Karen Fischetti, Jollll \ 
widow. 
"lbe first time I met Karen Fiscbetli 
was at John's funeral," Locher ex-
plained. "When !told her my name she 
said 'You made John· laugh.' Thnight I 
am twice honored " 
iii J 
Ash KJlla D.D.S. 
<J tll :w..s1n 
•u 
. 
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Triumphs, scandals highlight '87 
By Victoria Pierce 
'Diumph and tragedy, scam and scan-
dal, humor and horror filled 1987 from 
stan to fmish, making it a year we will 
look back on and remember. 
1be Persian Gulf and the race for the 
1988 Presidential election heated up 
this year. 
1be USS Stark was "accidentally:· 
bombed by Iraqi planes killing 37 U.S. 
sailors in May. lWo months later the 
United Slates began escorting reflagged 
Kuwaiti oillankers when one was hit by 
a mine. An Iranian mining vessel was 
captured by the U.S. in international 
waters oomplete with mines. Iran still 
denies it is mining the gulf. A ban on 
Iranian imports was invoked shortly 
thereafter. 
Vice President George Bush declared 
his candidacy oomplete with a chal-
lenge for the White House by Sen. Ro-
benDole. 
1be Democratic Pany has been 
plagued with weak candidates. Richard 
Geplwdt was the fust to announce his 
run followed by former Arizona Gov. 
Bruce Babbit, former Colorado Sen. 
Gary Han, lllinois Sen. Paul Simon, 
Sen. Joe Biden, Sen. Alben Gore, 
evangelist Pat Robertson and the Rev. 
Jesse Jackson. 
Japanese Premier Nakasone visited 
with President Reagan to discuss trade 
tensions and Austrian President Kun 
Waldheim was barred from the U.S. for 
his past Nazi war crimes. 
1be new U.S. embassy in Moscow 
was found to be bu~ed shortly after 
West Germany's young Mathias Rust 
landed a Cessna in the middle of Red 
Square. 
The FBI and CIA welcomed William 
Sessions and William Webster as their 
beads. 
Reagan's press secretary, Don Re-
gan, resigned the day afte~ he was given _ 
a copy of the Tower Cotiunission 'Re-· 
pon. Defense secretary Caspar Wein-
berger resigned to take care of his seri-
ously ill wife . Frank Carlucci replaced 
him. 
downfall of the "Vrdolyak 29" in the 
City Council. 
Ald. Ed Vrdolyak resigned as Cook 
County Democratic Pany Chairman ro 
be replaced by George Dunne. 
Vrdolyak, seeing no future for him-
self in the Democratic Pany, switched 
ro the Republican Pany, saying, "Tile 
Democratic Pany has lost touch with 
the common man and woman." 
Mayor Washington died suddenly 
Nov. 25 before he could utilize the new 
city council. In typical Chicago politi-
cal style, a tumultuous weelc of illegal 
backmom meetings and alleged deals 
among aldermen ended with a dramatic 
all night City Council meeting electing 
Ald. Eugene Sawyer. 
For the fust time television viewers 
saw how the Chicago City Council 
functions in its meeting. Chicago poli-
tics once again proved that not much has 
cbanged since the la!e Mayor Daley. 
Olliemania took the country by storm 
as the Iran/Contra scandal conducted 
hearings over the summer. Testimonies 
from retired Major Gen. Richard Se-
oord, Roben C. McFarlane, Edwin 
Meese and Fawn Hall all pointed the 
finger at Lt. Col. Oliver Nonh. 
When Nonh went before the hearing 
committee he preserved his image as the 
All-American Marine acting for the 
good of his country. 
1b add to the confusion, Bob Wood-
ward's controversial book said that Wil-
guards and clerical workers/KGB 
agents in Moscow. 
Evangelist Oral Roberts raised $1.6 
million in less than two weeks after tell-
ing his congregation that he needed 
$4.5 million or God would "call him 
home." He later raised the money with 
the help of a $1.3 million contribution 
from a dog track owner. Needless to say, 
Gnd did not "call him home." 
Jerry Hall, longtime girlfriend of 
Mick Jagge~ was arrested January 2 I 
for possession of 20 pounds of mari-
juana. 1be charges were later dropped 
due ro a Jack of evidence. 
Politician Bud Dwye~ had been con-
victed of bribery when he called a press 
oonference, gave a lengthy speech 
mainlaining his innocence, pulled a gun 
and shot himself before the press. 
In April, Billionaire Boys' Club 
leade~ J~ Hunt, was oonvicted of mur-
der and six people were killed in a Palm 
Bay, Fla. mall when a man went on a 
shooting spree. 
Three women were found in a Phila-
delphia man's house dehydrated, beaten 
and held captive in the basement. Body 
parts were found in his refrigerator. 
Eighteen illegal aliens were found 
suffocated in a box car in the South-
western desen abandoned by the people 
wbo were supposedly bringing them to 
1 America. 
Los Angeles freeways became a 
shooting gallery as tempers flared and 
angry motorists began shooting each 
other. 
Planes crashed in Salt Lake City, De-
troit, San Francisco, Poland and Burma 
killed hundreds of people despite FAA 
attempts to find airlines with bad delay 
and safety records. 
The Dow Jones rose over 2000 points 
for the first time in history Jan. 8. 
Throughout the year the Dow rose con-
tinually only ro come crashing down 
508 points; the biggest drop ever. Com-
puter trading was the alleged culprit in 
the scare. 
' liam Casey, who had died. made a ' 




And of course, Mikhail Gorbachev 
arrived in Washington last Monday to 
sign a historic treaty limiting the num-
ber of nuclear weapons held by the U.S. 
and U.S.S.R. 
Chicago's political year was no less 
auspicious. April's election reaffirmed 
Mayor Harold Washington's power and 
popularity wit!' a _':'i'!e:ti~n . and the 
the scandal the entire time. 
Television evangelists took a beating 
this year in the wake of PTL leader Jim 
Baker's sexual affair with Jessica Hahn. 
It was revealed that Baker and his wife, 
Tammy Faye, had run the PTL into mil-
lions of dollars of debts with purchases 
of an air-ronditioned dog house and 
shopping sprees, not to mention their$3 
million mansion. 
Baker was kicked out of the PTL by 
the Rev. Jerry Falwell who took his 
place and later resigned in October. 
Gary Han was also caught in an al-
leged affair with Donna Rice by the 
" Miami Herald ." His run for the Presi-
dency only lasted about three weeks. 
Rice later went on ro sell her story to the 
National Enquirer and stan her own 
clothing line of denim wear. 
1be end of March brought the reveal-
ing of a "sex for secrets" spy ring in-
volving the U.S. Marine embassy 
ORAL ROBERTS Waghom 
Evangelist . as 
Also a first, the Japanese Srock Mar-. 
ket became the world's largest, surpass-
ing the New York Srock Exchange in 
numbers of stocks traded April13. Ten 
days later $1 million was paid for a seat 
on the New York Srock Exchange. 
1987 was not a great year for Chicago 
sports teams. 1be .Cubs finished in last 
place in the National League Eastern 
Division and the White Sox finished 
"Wizard ofOz"; Andy Warhol, the fa-
mous modem artist; Danny Kaye; 
fifth in their division. However, the drummer Buddy Rich; CIA- Director 
Cubs' Andre Dawson turned in the William Casey; Clara "Where's the 
most runs baned in with 137 and the Beef'?" Peller; ftlm director John Hus-
highesr home run total, with 49, to win · ron; Lome Green of Bonanza fame; and 
the National League's Most Valuable Henry Ford II of Ford Motor Co. 
Player Award. Or;er events in 1987 included the 
The Bears were beaten by the Red- Vatican condemnation of all artificial 
skins in the January playoffs and a three forms of conception and repeated the 
week NFL strike interrupted the 1987 Catholic Church's stance on binh con-
season. The main argument for the rrol and abonion. In San Francisco, the 
players was free agency. televisions agreed to advenise condoms 
Los Angeles Dodgers' general man- as preventive measures for AIDS. So. 
,age~ AI Campanis, addressed the issue fru; no condom ads have appeared on 
'of blacks in managerial positions in prime rime T.V. 
baseball on NighUine with Ted Koppell . Motorists welcomed back the 65-
He said they dido ' t have the necessities mph speed limit on some interstate 
to make it in upper level positions, then highways. 
was promptly fired by the Dodgers. Libya celebrated the fust anniversary 
The Lakers won the NBA tiUe, with of the U.S. bombingof'llipoliand John 
Magic Johnson winning the NBA Most - · Hinckley Jr. was not allowed our for an 
Valuable Player Award. Chicago's Mi- unesooned Easter visit to his family. 
chael Jordan was a runner up. 1be Sun-Times chose its 'new advice 
Manina Navratilova won both the columnists Diane Crowely and Jeffrey 
Wimbledon and the U.S. Open, reaf- Zaslow, after long-time columnist Ann 
firming her status as the world's number Landers moved to the Chicago TribUIU!. 
one women's tennis player. Tom Cruise married Mimi Rodgers, 
Once again the Edmonton Oilers Johnny Carson married his founh wife, 
won the Stanley Cup. Tom Selleck married his long time 
In the spring, Alysheeba almost be-
came a triple crown winner with victo--
ries in the Kentucky Deroy and the Pre-
akness. but the chance was spoiled by 
Bet lWice's victory ar the Belmont 
Stakes. 
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that 
there was no racial bias in the number of 
death penalties given ro blacks, and 
women are now allowed in traditionally 
all male clubs. 
The Supreme Court opened with 
. only eight justices since no replacement 
for Lewis Powell could be found. Judge 
Robert Bork was found ro be far roo 
conservative by the Senate, and Judge 
Douglas Ginsburg admined ro smoking 
marijuana during his reaching days at 
Harvard Law School. 
In another nationally prominent case, 
Baby M was awarded to her father and 
surrogate mother Mary Beth Whitehead 
was only allowed visitation. 
Jackie Gleason (Ralph Kramden) 
died June 24, just two days after Fred 
Astaire, who was famous for his flow-
ing dance steps on stage and screen. 
AIDS was the rumored cause of Li-
berace 's death . Other famous deaths in-
cluded Ray Bolger, the scarecrow in the 
1 girlfriend, Jillie Mack and Cybil Shep-
1 
herd married Bruce Oppenheim and 
bore twins in October. 
! In Seplembe~ the Pope visited Mi-
,1 ami, New Orleans, San Antonio, Phoe-
nix, Los Angeles and Detroit. 
chicago teachers staned our the 
I I 987-88 school year with a 30-day 
strike, and Los Angeles was hir by an 
eanhquake measuri'!ll 6. 1 Oct. I . Six 
people were killed and dozens were in-
jured. 
Eighreen-month-oid- Jessica Mc-
Clure, who survived a two-day ordeal 
was stuck 22 feet underground in an 
abandoned well in Midland, Tex. He-
JIM BAKKER Waghom 
T.V. Evangelist CPS 
Appropriately enough, the United 
Slates Constitution celebrated the 200th 
year of irs constitution. 
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"He was stubborn. 
Negotiating with 
Harold Washington 
was like dripping 
water on granite drop 
by drop." 
- Gov. Jim Thompson 
Harold Washington 
"died with on 
enlarged heart but 
not a broken heart. It 
was enlarged by three 
because he hod to 
make room for all of 
Chicago." 
- Rev. Jesse Jackson 
Recording group spins into major contract 
By Letricia Riley 
If you have produced "professional-
qualily mastered" singles or mini-al-
bums. released or unreleased, AEMMP 
Records is looking for you. 
AEMMP, Columbia's non-profit re-
cord company formed in 1982 by Irwin 
Steinberg, fonner board chairman of 
Polygram Records. is prepared to mar-
ket tapes from any contemporary artist 
or band. 
"Once a selection is made, the cho-
sen artist/group will sign a contract to 
implement all aspects of marlceting. 
prornolion and distribution to be done 
by AEMMP personnel," according to 
AEMMP president and graduate stu-
dent. John l..ochen said. 
Omni/ Atlantic Records, an indepen-
dent Philadelphia based record label. 
The groups musicians are: Ardie R. 
Rowe, percussionist/ keyboardist/vo-
calist; llina Lykes, keyboardist/flutist/ 
vocalist; and Marion Harris, keyboar-
dist/guitarist. 
The multi-year contract agreement 
with Omni/ Atlantic Records didn't just 
fall into the group's lap. ATM. the finn 
group promoted by AEMMP to be 
signed with a major record label, 
worlced hard toward the goal of getting 
signed. 
In addition to worlcing full-time jobs. 
they n:hearse four times a week. 
According to Rubens, Omni RecxJidt 
will remix the culmll venion of oae of 
ATM's 12-inch singles andre-~ • 
pnetime.Jhi• fall . 
All three members of the group -
veterans of the business, haviat 
ac)tieved varied levels of success. They 
began at early ages in neighborhoods oa 
the West side of Chicago. 
They all have been a part of ocher 
bands playing a number of different • 
struments before merging as a group. 
Rowe learned to play the drums It a 
tender age and spent time as a member 
of the drum and bugle corps. He abo 
learned the classical viola. 
Lykes played the flute in glllde 
school and at age 14 decided that arm-
sic ca=r would be the thing to ~ 
after winning a talenl corwest by singiaa 
an original piece. 
"Our first goal is to give real experi-
ence to students in how a record com-
pany worlcs by having them operate 
one." Steinberg explained. "The sec-
ond goal is to have the chosen musical 
group do well through AEMMP's ef-
forts, so they will attract a major record-
ing opportunily. We've done that," 
Steinberg said. 
ATM 's relationship with AEMMP 
began last fall. AEMMP Records, a 
student-run company, conducted a Chi-
cago area-wide search for recording tal-
ent, according to Gail Schmoller of the 
Public Relations Department. The pro-
ject was called, "Decision making: The 
Music Business." a course ·in the Arts, 
Entertainment and Media Management 
program. 
CoUege-dlscovered recording artists, ATM, recently "II-• " ~"'"""'" 
Omni/ Atlantic Records. 
Hartis reminisces about his rtni • . 
strument which was "Quaker Om 
boxes cut into different sizes and ll5ed 
as drums." 
last yea~ ATM. an urban dance 
group comprised of three musicians, 
earned a major recording opportunily 
under AEMMP's direction. ATM re-
cently signed a multi-year coQtract with 
ATM ~ demo tape, which was among 
150 others 'from the area sent to 
AEMMP, "stond out as the most poten-
tial for success," l..ochen said. 
ATM was "surprised" when in-
formed that they had been chosen to be 
marlceted and promoted by AEMMP 
Records, which is the lab portion of the 
spring graduate-level recording indus-
try curriculum. 
"Our music wasn't the kind that the 
record company had picked in the past 
years ," said Rowe, referring to the 
rock-oriented bands that AEMMP has 
promoted in its five-year history. 
"Our music is what's happening 
now . .. dance music, commercial, 
EDDIE MURPHY 
CATCH H M I N T H E ACT 
UNCENSORED UNCUT IRRESISTIBLY ... 
RAW 
T H E C 0 N C E R T M 0 V E 
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with a slick production and new in the 
sense of R&B (Rhythm & Blues), be-
cause it's not lypical R&B," Rowe~. 
ATM stands for "All That Motion" 
Harris explained. "The idea behind 
when we play is that you ean ' t stand still 
unless you' re dead or a tree." 
Other doors are beginning to open for 
ATM with the signing of the contrnct 
with Omni Records and according to 
Paul Kelley. manager of the group and 
professor at Columbia, the group's ulti-
mate goal is "to be international record-
ing stars." The group is also managed 
by Sherry Dixon. Kelly and Dixon are 
both of Glenwood Entertainment Cor-
poration. Wheaton.lll. 
After ATM was chosen by AEMMP 
Records. their music was marlceted and 
promoted in area record stores and 
da~ clubs and aired on WGCI-FM 
and other local radio stations. 
After many months, Steinberg confi-
dently contacted Alan Rubens, presi-
dent of Omni. about signing ATM. 
" Irwin ·s excitement about the group 
and the record got us excited," Rubens 
said. "There's some good talent in the 
group and we like the student aspect of 
the thing." 
At eight years old, Harris bepo to 
play the guitar and formed his fii'SI bud 
in the sixth grade called "Tbe Tymea." 
Rowe and Harris, who are cousins: 
formed the group in 1984 and then in 
1986, Lykes joined the group which be-
came ATM. 
Since then, they have been writing 
songs, working toward perfection in the 
studio and fmding a record label with 
which to sign. · 
" Playing live hasn't been impor-
tant," Harris said. "Procuring a deal 
comes first." 
Rowe is cautiously excited about the 
wholedcal. 
"I'm excited but low-key," be ex-
plained. "I've been close a couple of 
times before and things fell through. 
But then:'s been a lot ofinterest in us. I 
think we 'II make it." 
Harris agrees. 
"We'll continue playing until it 
worlcs." she said. "It's no different than 
my friend who just passed his medical 
boards. Now he can take his educatioo 
and help other people. As ATM, we can 
take our talents and energies and use 
them to let other people have fun." 
City life shown in 
ethnic video 
By Tanya Bey 
" Chicago People. Chicago History.·· 
a historic video archive of the cily's di-
verse ethnicily. was aired Thanksgiving 
Day on cable television as part of Chi-
cago ·s continuing 5C¥1uicentennial cel-
ebration. ' 
The video project was put together in 
conjunction with the Mayor's Office of 
Special Events. Chicago Access Corpo-
ration and with the help of several Co-
lumbia facully members and students. 
"Chicago People, Chicago History" 
was filmed at various points throughout 
the cily. including Navy Pier, China-
town and the Polish Museum. The pro-
ject involved all ethnic groups. 
The project ·s purpose was to gather a 
rcconJ of the life of the people of Chi-
cago. explained Tony Delvnlk. an En-
~tlish instructor at Columhiu . 
The video captures " the uctuul peo-
ple of Chicago. not the politkiuns. not 
the stutcsmcn- thc so-m lled uvcmgc 
pcr.;on." Delvalle said. An1l despite the 
numcs we pu1 on ethnic groups. the city 
hus u lot in ..:<llllmon. he ullth.-d. 
Acconllng to ~ris Jt>nlen. another 
English instnoctor who workl-<1 on the 
poojcct, u lot of the JX.'Oplc inteovicwcd 
felt that they had nothing to talk about. 
Howeve~ "one guy told how Flash Cab 
Company came about and realized he 
was involved in making a piece of his-
tory," Jorden said. 
The video project team also received 
some unexpected rewards. 
" I realizeo that all ethnic groups have 
gone through some sort of racial dis-
crimination. It made me feel that my 
culture wasn' t the only one that faced 
prejudice," Jorden said. 
The people who were involved with 
this historical archive were very ittlef-
ested and quite willing. she explained. 
For instance. English instructor Zoe 
Keithley was able to utilize her com-
munimtion skills in this project. 
.. Because of my story worlc.shop 
tmining. I have a univeml abilily and 
the tools to help people ~UCh below the 
surfnce oftheirhistorios to recount~ 
mcnts of real importance to them," she 
explnint.'<l. 
Al'COI\Iing to Keithley. moRl than400 
individunls pieces of writing we~~: COCI' 
tributetl by the public for this~-
"Chlc:'ll'' P..-.'f)lc, Chil:flill History" 
is expected In the t\ttuRl Ill be available 
ut seveml ChiCfll!O public llbllry locl-
tions. 
WE"RE FIGHTING FOR 'tOJR LIFE • 
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.Federal court prohibits city nativity scene 
Rulir)g bans City Hall from displaying Christmas creche 
· By Josephine Gibson 
For more than 30 years, the nativity 
scene was shown in City Hall during the 
Christmas season as pan of an annual 
Chieago tradition. . . . but this year 
there will be no mange~ no baby Jesus, 
no Mary, no Joseph , and no shepherds 
bringing "good will toward men." 
Due to a court order by the United 
States Seventh Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, the holiday season will not fea-
ture the creche that has reminded so 
many Chicagoans of the coming of . 
Christmas. 
The 00\!rt made its decision on Au-
gust 18 of this year, reversing the 1986 
U.S. District Court decision which 
ruled in favor of the display by arguing 
the 1984 U .S. Supreme Court case, 
I.ynch v. Donnelly. 
in the Lynch case it was found consti-
tutional for a c ity owned creche to be 
shown in a privately-o_;,ned park. 
However, the Court of Appeals 
found that the Chicago case was "dis-
tinguishable" from the Supreme Court 
case. 
In the Chicago case, the creche was 
donated to the city by the Chicago Plas-
terer's Institute and has been on open 
display on government property ever 
since. 
This particular case of the nativity 
display has been on record since No-
vembe~ 1985 when the American Jew-
Coll~ge gains boost 
Continued from Page 1 
dowment in 1987. Created under Title 
m of the Education Act of 1965, the en-
dowment's purpose is to "assist eligible 
institutions of higher education with 
projects tha! will improve academic 
quality." In order to be eligible for the 
endowment, an institution must have a 
high percentage of students on federal 
aid. Having either no previous endow-
ment, or a very small one, also helps a 
college's eligibility. · 
Although Columbia met the above 
criteria, it had been unsuccessful in its 
application for the endovlment in 1984. 
This was due to the complicated for-
mula used in selecting eligible sehools 
- factoring the number of students on 
fmancial aid against the budget and full -
time enrollment statistics. 
So Wolfsohn organized a lobby to 
Washington D.C., enlisting the help of 
lllinois congressmen and senators, to 
change some of the endowment's regu-
lations. As a result, Columbia was not 
only able to receive half a million dol-
lars this y~ but also a $300,000 retro-
active payment in 1985, when one of 
the colleges picked for the endowment 
was forced to refuse it because of its in-
ability to qualify. 
Columbia, itself, will not qualify for 
the endowment again for another three 
years under the Board of Education's 
provision that an institution cannot re-
ceive a grant in more than two of any 
five years. 
According to Wolfsohn, the endow-
ment has been "a milestone for the col-
lege" not only because of the amount of 
money raised, but also because of the 
national status it provided. 
"A symptom of colleges coming to 
age," Wolfsohn said . 
The · interest income Columbia col-
lects in the next 20 years will be used 
towards student aid, faculty develop-
ment and physical development, Wolf-
sohn said. 
Corporate contributors helping to 
match the endowment included Dlinois 
Bell, Sears Roebuck, Borg-Warner, 
Comdiseo Inc. , Northern Indiana Pub-
lic Service Co. and G-R-1 Corp. The 
alumni and the Elizabeth Ferguson 
Trust also contributed towards the en-
dowment. 
Homeless children 
Continued from Page 1 
Even though the battle for finding 
foster care grows each year, there are 
still organizations around such as Cath-
olic Charities or the Archdiocese of 
Chicago, that cooperate with DCFS to 
place foster children. 
"Our foster care department super-
vises 290 foster homes out of the 3,097 
foster homes in Illinois," said Jim 
Scott, an employee for Catholic Chari-
ties, 126 N . DesPiaines Ave. 
"DCFS asks us to take ~nsibility 
for the children and we do~use 
there is an overload of children becom-
ing wards of the state," Scott contin-
ued. 
While children are in the care of 
Catholic Charities, the state pays them 
for each child and the foster family re-
ceives a small stipend. 
"I like the idea 
of kids giving other 
kids toys." 
Marriage is not a family arrangement 
required by Catholic Charities in order 
to place a foster child. 
"We have many single parent families, 
divorcees or widowers, who have taken 
in foster children from us," Seott- said· 
<>rice the children are placed in the 
homes, they are visited by case workers 
who speak with them privately to fmd 
out if they' re being mistreated, in which 
case, they are removed . 
As helpful and heartwarming as it 
may be to take children referred from 
DCFS, Seott points out that some chil-
dren who come to the shelters for tem-
porary foster care, end up staying in the 
shelter for 100nths. 
"We have temporary emergency fos-
ter homes designed to house children 
for 30 days at the most. These slots are 
full now, you have lads who aren' t re-
A cast m ember of "Nunsense" speaks with one of the 
the Cathqlic Charities 40th ann ual toy shower. 
ally troubled or in danger staying there 
for90- 120days," said Seott. 
With the overload of children, one 
would think there is never enough of 
anythipg to go around, but Catholic 
Charities sponsors a traditional toy 
shower every year to ensure that all chil-
dren receive toys for Christmas. 
The toy shower is attended by adop-
tive parents, the Archdiocese and the 
Church of Catholic women and case-
workers. Adoptive parents and staff 
members of Catholic Charities organize 
the annual event on a volunteer basis. 
"It's a party where people bring gifts 
and toys for foster children and children 
in needy families," Scott said. 
Gifts are also provided to senior citi-
zens and other individuals who are 
aided by Catholic Charities. 
The 40th annual toy shower was held 
on Sunday December 6 at the Catholic 
Charities' Near North Center, 721 N. 
LaSalle Dr. 
Entertainment was provided by the 
cast of the Forum Theatre's "Nun-
sense," a comedy about life in the con-
vent. 
In addition to bringing entertain-
ment, the cast of" Nunsense" presented 
Catholic Charities with 2,000 toys and a 
$1,500 check, collected from the Fo-
rum Theatre audience. 
" I especially enjoyed performing to-
day because we not only contributed our 
talents, but our gifts as well, " said Al-
vaJeta Guess, a cast member of "Nun-
sense." 
The contributors we re also enter-
tained by a J)lagician, a puppeteer and 
the Thnity Academy of Irish Dancers. 
Of course, no Christmas party would be 
complete without Mr. and Mrs. Claus. 
Admission to the shower was either an 
unwrapped toy or a monetary donation. 
" I like the idea of kids g iving other 
kids toys," said Liz Skrodzki, a mother 
of two adopted children, Annie, who 
brought a dancing doll and Mary Beth, 
who brought a toy flashlight. 
ish Congress first filed suit against the 
City ofChica2o. 
Since 1978, disputes have surfaced 
among religious leaders in Chicago as 
to whether it was constitutional to have 
the scene shown on government prop-
erty. 
In that year, a suit was brought to 
court by the American Civil Liberties 
Union and others, charging the city with 
the violation of the Establishment 
Clause of the First Amendment. 
The First Amendment states that 
" Congress shall make no law respect-
ing an establishment of religion or pro-
hibiting the free exercise thereof." 
That lawsuit ended in a consent order 
in 1979, by which the city was permit-
ted to continue to display the creche in 
the City Hall lobby, provided that the 
city "expend no public funds for the dis-
play" and that it affix signs disclaiming 
Orr 
Continued from Page 1 
"There's no sense in starting a meeting 
without 25 votes anyway," he contin-
ued. 
Orr said he wasn't surprised by all the 
turmoil and splits in the black factions 
of the party. 
"Just because a person is a supporter 
the endorsement of the religious ele-
ment of the display. 
The current decision, however. rules 
out any religious display in City Hall. 
Although attorneys for this case had 
90 days to appeal this decision to the 
U.S. Supreme Court, they decided not 
to. 
Ruth Moseovitch , chief assistant tor 
appeals and an attorney for the case at 
the time, said that it was the view of the 
law department and the late Mayor 
Harold Washington that an appeal 
would not work. 
The attorney also said that the city 
has changed its City Hall Lobby poli-
cies on displays and activities. From 
now on, only things pertaining to the 
city business are to occur or appear in 
the Hall. 
" We wouldn' t be able, under our new 
policy, to have the creche there, " Mos-
covitch said. 
of one side or another does not mean 
that a person necessarily agrees with 
everything that side says or does," he 
said. 
"One can be a part of a coalition and 
disagree on all sorts of things," Orr 
said. 
Whether o r not Orr will still be Vice 
Mayor remains to be seen. 
" Gene Sawyer has said publicly he 
wants to keep me. He has said privately 
he wants to get rid of me." he said. 
SEARS 
Copywriter Recruitment on Campus 
TUESDAY .DECEMBER 15, 
1987 
Sign up in Career Services Department 
RoomM{i)7 
1) Must be recent or January graduate 
2) Please have resume to submit at sign 
up 
3) Will be required to attend Seminar on 
RECRUITMENT READINESS in 
Hokin Hall on Thursday, December 
10, 1987 
See Monica Weber Grayless in Career 
Services for more information. 
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Mayor's plans united city 
Mayor Harold Washington is gone now. 
His sudden death on Nov. 25 sent people into the streets 
crying. the City Council into an uproar and the news media 
running in different directions. 
But things have quieted down now as the city struggles 
to carry on-a legacy of sons-and continue the many things 
begun under the leadership of Mayor Harold Washington. 
He became the first black mayor of Chicago by enlisting 
the suppon of a rainbow coalition that included blacks, 
whites, hispanics, Asians. women and elderly. And it was 
that same rainbow coalition that re-elected him in 1987. 
"Chicago Works Together" was the operating theme of 
his administration. Its logo was prominently displayed on 
various city projects including an ongoing neighborhood 
revitalization project. More than $300 million in general 
obligation bonds and state and federal funding was invested 
to improve streets. sidewalks and sewers throughout city 
neighborhoods. Some heralded it as the largest neighbor-
hood investment in Chicago's history. 
Washington initiated a job referral program called "Chi-
cago First, " which helped unemployed Chicagoans re-
ceive employment in the. private sectot 
There are more than 100,000 Chicagoans woridng now 
as a result of this program, than when the mayortook office 
in 1983, acconling to statistics released by the city. 
Through much City Council opposition, Washington 
managed to get the city 's ftrst ethics onlinance passed. The 
ordinance clearly defines rules of conduct for elected and 
appointed offic ials and city employees. 
He also signed Chicago's first Freedom of Information 
Order thus opening up all aspects of a local government to 
public scrutiny. • 
After depleting a $168 million deficit inherited f19m the 
Jane Byrne administration, he worked the city into a sound. 
fiscal shape and left behind "A" bond ratings from the two 
top New York rating agencies. 
Washington's creation of a Depanment of Revenue in 
I 984 strengthened his commitment to securing the city fi-
nancially. This city depanment now handles all taxes, fees, 
fines and other revenue ~':"ed to Chicago. 
The Mayor also had his hand in the recent collection of 
parking ticket fines. Through an amnesty program earlier 
this year to the recent debut ofthe·Denverboot, the city was 
able to draw in millions of dollars in delinquent fines. 
One ofhis most recent projects "The Mayor's Education 
Summit" brought together a coalition of parents and P.T.A. 
officials from around the city. They have gone out into Chi-
cago's neighborhood's to receive input as to how to reform 
the Chicago public school system. 
Whether Harold Washington will be remembered as a 
great mayor is a matte{ of opinion. 
He did however put his bean and soul into everything he 
did for this city and for that he is to be commended. 
His optimism was truly apparent as he boasted fre-
quently about being mayor for 20 years. 
In this wonderfully political town of Chicago, one won-
ders if he could have done it. 
Yefone thing's for sure .... he had a good stan. He got 
this city up and moving in a positive direction and for that 
he is to be applauded. Whether those left behind will con-
tinue his work still remains to be seen. 
But for now, Harold Washington's job is done. Rest in 
peace, Mt Mayot 
Gorbachev challenges 
Reagqn's T.V. popularity 
Teen party line 
rings up big bills 
Anyone wbo has listened to a Top 40 radio station recently will recognize the 
following commereial jingle. 
"Connections: A lot of ways to have lots of fun. Connections. Just pick up the 
phone and call Connections, I -900-202-0202." 
Connections is a telephone patty line aimed at teens which enables callers to 
talk up to eight other people from the 312 area code at the samc·time. On the 
surface, Connections sounds like a harmless way for teens to interact with other 
teens inside the safety of their own homes, thus keeping them off the streets . In 
reality howeve~ Connections is nothing more than a scam to lure young people 
into occupying their spare time at the expense of their parents' phone bill. 
The radio comrnereials advenising the party line feature the voice of a young 
girl asking listeners what they did for fun before Connections. She urges teens to 
call the line, saying it's got to be more fun than what they're doing now. 
Contrary to what Connections believes, teens have managed in the past to 
amuse themselves quite successfully before it materialized on the airwaves. They 
don't need to be brainwashed into thinking that talking on the phone is more fun 
than visiting friends, panicipating in spons and reading boolss. 
Once the speaker has lured teens into believing that calling Connections is the 
only way to have fun , she emphasizes the low cost of calling the patty line-only 
20 cents for the first eight minutes and eight cents for each additional minute. 
That would indeed be cheap if it were possible for one person to hold a wonh· 
while conversation within the course of four minutes. The avemgc teen however, 
would stay on the line for at least a half hour, which would cost S l .96. If he '1ayed 
on the line from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. , a time when many teens arc alone at home and 
their parent• arc at work , he would run up a bill of $13.96, which multiplied by 
five days a week, would add up to $69.80. Multiply this by four, for each week of 
the month, and the teen'' parent• will be shocked to see an itemi7.ation for$279.20 
on the next phone bill. Who said talk is cheap? 
Another problem with ConnC<-1ions is that it results in subsequent phone calls. 
Even though the line is supposed to be supervised by adults who make sure that 
neither last names nor phone numbelli arc given out, many parents have com· 
plained of receiving late night phone calls from acquaintances their teens made 
through the patty line. 
What is advenised a• a hannless JYdStime on the mdio has snowballed into u 
money-making ploy stripping JY•rcnts of their han! earned money. 
ConllC(.1ions should write a new jingle to tell the real story. Something like 
"Connectio1111. A lot of ways to cause your parents a lot of grief. Connections. Just 
pick up the phone and run up your monthly bill ." 
Gorbachev has launched his own ~ersion of "Star Wars," 
only he's decided to do it in Hollywood fashion. 
Gorbachev has challenged Reagan to.what .some are eall-
ing a "popularity contest" to win the admiration of the 
American people. 
Gorbachev cleverly timed his television debut on Nov. 30, 
just one week prior to the summit meeting with Reagan, to 
"air" his thoughts. He eloquently informed the American 
people that "Star Wars" is a potentially lethal weapon: He 
warned that if an arms race were reinstated, the blame would 
be with the American people. Again, Gorbachev is using 
"Star Wars" as a political bargaining tool. 
This sounds strangely familiar. 
In 1972, the Soviets urged the American government to 
the signing o f the Anti-Ballistic Theaty, Salt I. This came at a 
time when Soviet researeh of a defense system threatened our 
security. 
In return Congress approved substantial U.S. defense 
funding that far exceeded the means of the Soviets. 
• It was fear of this apparent threat, and hanlly a desire for 
peace, that urged the Soviets to the signing of the Salt I agree· 
meot. 
Howeve~ the Soviets did not play fairly. Rather they 
clearly took advantage of our good will. They deployed 
modern offensive weapons weakening our stability, built a 
modern missile defense system around the Soviet National 
Command Authority in Moscow, and created blast-resistant 
shelters for the safety of 100,000 Soviet leaders. 
In addition it was ~ntly discovered that they are build-
ing a complex radar system at Krasnoyarsk, West Siberian, 
U.S.S.R., clearly in violation of the ABM treaty. 
President Reagan has publicly blasted the credibility of the 
Soviets. He has said that a government that lies to its own 
people will lie to other nations in a heanbeat. 
Columbia Chronicle 
600 S. Mich igan Ave. 
ly1ain Bldg. B-106 
Chicago, ll 60605 
So why, Mt President, are we playing with fu-e? 
Isn't it obvious that the only reason Gorbacbev has agreed 
to arms concessions is becauSe he fears the political outcome 
of "Star Wars."? 
So by slyly appealing to the Americans desire for peace, 
Gorbaebev upstaged "Star Wars" as the S!WJlbling block. 
This is hanlly a clever ploy. 
Gorbachev was tipped off by 80,000 Americans who sent 
letters to him expressing their concern for world peace. 
Some people are skeptical of the proposed anti intennedi-
ate· range forecs (INF) agreement with Gorbacbev, fearing a 
historical ~t of Salt I. Howeve~ Reagan said publicly that 
he would never allow the United States to become vulnerable 
to Soviet attack should Congress curtail Star Wars. 
"We will researth it," he said. "We will develop it. And 
when its ready, we'll deploy it." 
On one band Reagan is pushing for arms reduction and on 
the other band ~s spending billion upon billions of defense 
dollars to create a Iazor activated defense system. If the Sovi· 
ets are unable to build a system in its likeness, Star Wars ~ 
becomes an offensive tool, because it gives the United Swes 
the ftrst strike initiative. Theoretieally, if both SUJlCIPOWCrs 
have defense systems deployed, mutual assured deslructioo 
is the deterrent of nuclear wu 
!so 't that wbere we' re at now? 
Granted the Soviets have some advantages at this stage in 
the game- the result of cheating on the Salt I treaty. But when 
we're dealing with arsenals that far exceed mutual assured 
destruction, docs it really matte~? 
We've bought into a game of cat and mouse. 
Don't be surprised if Gorbacbev asks Reagan for a loan. 
Reagan has already offered him the Soviets Star Wars tecl>-
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Where's the spirit in giving? 
Christmas, the day Jesus Christ's birthday is 
_celebrated, has brought about a traditional spirit of 
giving. 
But, the real meaning of Christmas gift giving 
has been lost in the shuffle somewhere. 
True giving can be simply defined as the act of 
presenting a gift to so~ne, without expecting 
something in return. But if the giver expects the 
gesture to be reciprocated, then the act of giving 
isn't sincere. 
Children make sure that their parents know 
what they really want for Christmas, as well as tell 
deparunent store santa clauses what they wish will 
appear beneath the Christmas tree. 
Mothers and fathers hint around to their chil-
dren what they need. Wives and girlfriends expect 
the most expensive gifts and let their companions 
know. While husbands and boyfriends can be 
equally as explicit. 
Giving was the wbole idea ofChrist'sbirth. 
"For God so loved the world that he gave his 
only begotten son ... , " reads John 3:16. 
After Jesus was born, three wise men came and 
offered gifts of gold. frankincense and myrrll, ac-
cording to Marthew 2: II . They asked for nothing 
in return . 
During his earthly ministry, Jesus practiced giv-
ing as he taught, healed and performed miracles. 
Later on he gave his life as he hung on a cross 
after being accused of blasphemy. 
Jesus gave and asked for nothing in return. 
Giving gifts is not a problem. The misguided 
intention behind gift giving is. Society teaches us 
to exchange gifts and not simply to give gifts. 
So while the fortunate are having a good time, 
the less fortunate seem to be feeling sorry for 
themselves. 
Lessons need to be taught on how to share with 
tbose who can only say "thanks" in return. Giving 
should include those who could never repay us. 
When planning for the holidays, those who 
have no one to spend the holiday with and those 
who are not sure where their next meal is coming 
from, should be included in the plans of more for-
tunate hOliday celebrants. 
Photo Poll 
What is the best Christmas present 
you've ever received? 
Pani Ferlito 
Public Relations 
"One of the best gifts I received is my 
Bears jacket which I wanted so 
bad because I was the only person in my 




"The best Christmas gift I ever received 
was a VCR, for the simple fact that it 
made it very convenient for me to tape 
things I was always missing because of 
my hours in school, programs like Dy-




"My best Christmas gift was a bowling 
ball, because I wanted to go bowling 
when I was a kid. There was nothing 





"Definitely my 800 powered micro-
scope which I used to view dust on 
neighbor's windows. They have some 
preny interesting dust." 
Children who have never had a new toy should 
be able to smile as recipients of a new doll or toy 
truck because someone more fortunate was will-
ing to give. 
Let;s "find'" someone this holiday season with 
whom we can share a linle of our prosperity with-
out looking for something in return. It will never 
hurt to sacrifice a linle of ourselves for someone. 
You won't have to look far. There are people 
right on the street who can use a linle of that over 
abundance of kindness. Others are in hospitals and 
nursing homes. And don't forget the shelters for 
the homeless, and abused and neglected children. 
The Salvation Army is servicing the public by 
standing in the cold to accept your generous dona-
tion. Its theme is "sharing and caring." 
Give someone else the twinkle of a chance to be 
half as happy as you will be this season. 
By Letricia Riley 
.Sawyer satisfies 
the old '29' 
The death of Mayor Harold Washington no doubt left behind many loose 
. strings, public e ngagements, an unlit 90-foot Christmas tree and. most important, . 
a hotly contested seat as "Boss" of the City of Chicago. 
Once the mayor was stricken with a heart anack, November25, several council 
members gathered together in Alderman Eugene Sawyers office and began con-
tacting other aldermen to announce their cboice of "our new leader." 
· Not only was Sawyer confused, he was overwhelmed by this show of support 
from front runners of the now defunct '29' who worked so hard to give our first 
black mayor a hard time. 
Alderman Richard F. Melland Alderman Ed Burke were anached to Sawyer as 
if they were veteran campaign workers of the 16-year alderman. 
The first black alderman to back the late mayor, had chosen to have the mayor"s 
opposition run his election and it worked. 
The old Vrdolyak 29 members pooled their resources and obtained 28 votes for 
Sawyer. 
All through the six-day ordeal, Sawyer appeared on television and in the news-
papers wearing a b~non that stated "No Deals" but as I've grown to learn: 
Politicians never lie 
The just try to satisfy. 
Satisfy? Yes , Mr. Sawyer satisfied the aldermen who showcased him after the 
mayor's demise. The aldermen chose him over Timothy Evans (4th) because they 
knew Sawyer was an easy going kind of guy. 
Before he was even elected. he talked about reviewing and revising the mayor's 
budget and making changes in the staff. The Bears stadium redevelopment. which 
was put on hold for a year by Washington. was in the works as soon as Sawyer was 
elected. 
Yes. the council members were satisfied. Sawyer had acted promptly to a few 
of their requests already. 
Sharon Gist Gilliam. city budget director, was satisfied also. when she was 
offered the prestigious position of chief of staff to the mayor. A position formerly 
held by the mayor's right hand man. Ernest Barefield, who resigned one week 
after Sawyer's election. 
And last but not least. our wonderful new mayor satisfied the people of Chicago 
by showing his first sign of power. 
During an 11-hour vigil at City Hall. in which Sawyer collapsed, he asked fora 
three day postponement of the election only to be shouted at by Alderman Ed 
Burke, ''No, it's now or never." • 
Yes, what a leader, slapped down before 480,000 television viewers and then 
elevated to the mayor's post. 
Satisfaction is the game, but who is really satisfied in this one? 
By Geneva Bland 
.• 
The Chronicle will 
reserve space each 
week for reader 
commentary. letters. 
should be 250 words 
or less. 
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NOmiNG IMPRESSES AN EMPLOYER 
UKE DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL 
EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE. 
After several years of intense study, a lot of college graduates finally learn something. They're 
not qualified for the job they want. 
Fact is, many graduates never find a career in their field of study. All their time spent in study. 
Not enough time in the field. 
That's why there's a nationwide program for college students called Cooperative Education 
It allows students to alternate studies at the college of their choice with paid, practical work 
experience in the career of their choice. 
To participate in Co-op Education you don't need to fit into any particular socio-economic 
group. You don't need to be a straight "A" student either. 
All you really need to be, is smart enough to leave school. 
Co•oo Education 
You earn a future when you earn a degree. 
r!WI For a free booklet write: Co-(;p Education • P.O. Box 999 • Boston, MA 02115 
~ A Public Service of 'lrus Publication • @ 1985 National Commission for Cooperative Education 
. ) 
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'Christmas Carol' sings 
Dicken's holiday tradition 
• tn 
'Christmas tree! 
The official Christmas t ree, located at the Richard J . Daley Civic Cen-
ter, -ras lit one week late to mourn the d~th or Mayor Harold Washing-
ton. 
The tree dates ISack to 1965, when it was first located at M ichigan Ave-
nue and Congress Parkway. Gusty lakefront winds toppled the tree, 
then coastrncted11r U O 30 ft. balsam trees and 93,000 lights. · 
As a r esult, it was moved to the Daley Center in 1966. 
This year's costs IJave yet to be determined, however, in 1984, total costs 
for the construction of the t r ee reached $351,124.00. 
By Renee Graves 
The eyes of everyone in the audience 
danced with wonder at the special ef-
fects, and faces seemed filled with that 
special glow that one only gets on 
Christmas. 
The Goodman Theatre's lOth ~nni­
versary production of Charles Dickens· 
" A Christmas Carol" opened Dec. 2 . 
Hundreds of people that watched, en-
joyed the spirit · of Christmas a little 
early. 
The audience was taken back to the 
England ofCharles.Dicken"s days with 
the lively performance of William J. 
Norris , in his ninth year of playing the 
role of Scrooge. Norris has become a 
tradition for theatergoers at Christmas. 
Norris is in his 18th year as a theater 
professional during which time he has 
appeared in more than 80 productions .. 
He is a member of the Organic The-
atre Company, and has appeared in nu-
me rous productions including " Warp." 
" The Adventures of Huckleberry 
Finn," "The Caretaker," " His Satanic 
Majesty" and "The Fifth Sun." He has 
also directed several productions in-
cluding " White Biting Dog" for Re-
mains Theatre Company, and "Canticle 
of the Sun," which he also wrote for 
Wisdom Bridge Theatre. Norris is also 
the recipient of many awards including 
an emmy for personal achievement. , 
The audience glowed with anticipa-
tion with each technical production 
trick. The performances of Scrooge, the 
Bob Cratchin family and the Fezziwigs 
family were flawless, in a jlerformance 
that lasted more than two hours, but for 
some just wasn't long enough. 
"It was wonderful and I still want 
more,'' said an enthusiastic fan. 
Chicago families have been enjoying 
a "Christmas Carol" at the GOOdman 
Theatre since its first presentation in 
1978. 
Christmas custom sits high 
on consumers shopping list 
By Geneva Bland 
Among the many traditions of Christ-
mas, the stocking has managed to hang 
around households year after year since 
1883. 
Each year millions of Americans 
browse through departme nt stores, 
searching to find the perfect stocking 
for that special person. Whethe r they're 
candy-filled, toy-stuffed or colored red 
with white trim, a numerous amount of 
stockings are sold each yea[ 
"Consumers spend about $1,500 on 
stockings in this store and the numbers 
increase every year, " said Mike Tomic, 
store manager of Walgreeen's at 300 S . 
State St. 
The average price of Christmas 
stockings at Walgreens range from 
$1.26 to $7 .77 . The smaller stockings 
contain toys ana candies while the 
larger stockings may contain finger 
puppets, coloring books and magic 
markers. 
J4st why stockings came to be used 
as receptacles for Christmas gifts has 
never been satisfactorily explained . 
The tradition or hanging stockings by the chimney with care 
Germany. 
Their place is usually by the chimney or expeditions, d ropped a purse..down a 
in recent years, under the tree. chimney. wh ich instead of falling on the 
An old German custom was to place hearth. fell into a stocking that was 
stockings near the fireplace to bring hung up to dry. 
good luck and drive away evil spirits. 
And as an ancient story goes, one late After that. it is·~id . the custom be-
night good luck came. came popular to the everlasting delight 
St. Nicholas, on one of his midnight of children everywhere. 
Place your ad in the 
Chronicle I 
Call 663-1600 x343 
William J. Norris, who is in his ninth year or playing Scrooge, gives a life to 
Tin y Tim, played by 5-year-old Kevin Michael Duda. 
The cast included a number of chil-
dren who seemed like seasoned profes-
sionals and of course there was the un-
forgettable Tiny Tim. His utterance- of 
the famous line "God bless us all, ev-
eryone .. as ~ways, was well appreci-
ated. The role of Tiny T im was played 
by Kevin Michael Duda, a 5-year-{)ld 
kinderganen student at the Sward 
School in Oak Lawn. Kevin has been 
studying piano for one year and made 
his professional stage debut in "A 
Christmas Carol." 
the Dicken's era, a magical set, wonder-
ful costumes of old England jargon. 
Audiences were thrilled to sec the 
ghosts of Christmas past, present and 
future, chestnut vendors in the streets of 
Times were hard in Dickensonian era 
but all is wonderful at the Goodman 
Theatre this holiday season. 
Composer/musician Larry Schanker 
returned this year with original music 
and the new arrangement of many tradi-
tional christmas carols. 
The show will run through Dec. 30 
and all are encouraged to anend. Tick-
ets may be purchased at the Goodman 
Theatre box office located at 200 S. Co-
lumbus Drive, by mail. o r by phoning 
3 12-443-3800. 
Happy New Year! I 
•....•. ..•...••.••••.•..•....... •.•.••.•.•..... 
. . 







: Restaurant : 
• 
• . 
Sensational Food : 
Fine Wine & Great Spirits : 
The Fine Arts Building 
412 South Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 
312 939-7855 
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner • After Theatre 
Featuring spinach pie, souflaki, gyros, 
athenian salad; baklava, espresso & cappuc cino 
Where you're likely to sec star performers wit/rout buyiug a ticket 
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Decor illuminates neighborhood's holiday spirit 
By lynn Paustian 
Christmas has come alive again 
through the spirited effons of a handful 
of Lincolnwood residents who faith-
fully uphold a very special holiday tra-
dition. 
The JeSiden!S of the "Lincolnwood 
Towers" - an area of homes in Lin-
colnwood. a nonhero suburb of Chi-
cago. in a combined gesture of goodwill 
and holiday cheer. will festively deco-
rate their houses in various Christmas 
scenes. continuing a 32-year-old lradi-
tion. 
Of the eighl 10 10 houses lhal annu-
ally panicipale in the feslivilies. three 
Lincolnwood homeowners in panicu-
uJeS, ornaments and lights he hu, be 
admi!S the collection i3 beyond ~­
ing. There are eight large figures, al-
most life size. A beautiful baby Jesus 
had to be replaced. It was stolen. 
Bongi anchors his figuJeS with wire 
and secures them as best he can. But 
every so often, one or more pieces are 
missing or vandalized. Yet he OOIItimlea 
-with a little more caution. 
Even with help it lakes Bongi about 
two weeks to set up everything. He 
likes to tum on the lights around Dec. 
15, when his daughte~ Donna, haJ a 
Christmas party for her friends. 
The attic houses many of their Christ-
mas decorations. These are carefully 
stored each year. According to Bongi, 
plastic covers keep even 'ihe clodled fig-
ures in good condition for the next y~ 
requiring only small attention. What 
isn' t placed in the attic is placed in the 
· wine cellar or at Bongi's construction 
business offices and shop. 
Viewers come 
from as far as 
Japan Continuing a 32-year tradition, several homeowners of Lincolnwood Towers create a bit of holiday magic through 
their displays. 
-So,;;.,u;,;; when the-bgis are ~j 
during the holidays they return to ftnd a 
crowd waiting for the lights to be turned 
lat Vladimir Sku I of 6650 Tower Circle 
Drive. Gus Bongi of 6600 Sauganash 
and the Lapolmone family of 660 I 
Sauganash, say thai nothing can dimin-
ish their anlor for putting on a holiday 
scene thai so many people have come lo 
enjoy. 
Skul calls his annual Christmas dis-
play "a gift 10 everybody who lives in 
the area·· for his freedom as a Russian-
born American. 
Bul he also knows thai his hoi iday 
lribute serves a welcome reminder that 
Americans slill recognize mili1ary serv-
ice. 
" As the years go on, people think 
less and less of the venerans whom 
have served, especially those who have 
left pans of their bodies," Skul said. 
"They 're too easily forgotten so I figure 
I'll do something to help them be re-
membered." 
SAY 
For the seventh year in a row. Sku I 
said he has made "with my two hands 
and no laxpayer money" a holiday 
scene he hopes will attract people from 
the area not only 10 see the display but 10 
conlribute lo the velerans organization. 
The display, he told the veterans, "is 
yours." 
" How many millions of Americans 
died. either pans of their bodies or 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 







minds, 10 live in freedom?" Skul pon- on. 
de red . "I pay my JeSpects to everybody Why do something that takes so 
wfl!> helped make me a free man." much work and time? 
"I don't know," Bongi. said. "I just 
feel happy about doing it. And ocheB 
seem to enjoy it too. I've been on TV 
and that brings even more people to see 
According to Skul , members of vari-
ous chapters of the Disabled American 
'W:terans organization are collecting do-
nations that begin at 5 p.m. every eve-
ning in front of Skul's home through 
Christmas. They are surrounded by 
more than 8,000 ligh!S that ~ow from 
II scenes of Christmas and symbols of 
the United Slates. 
it." . 
For more than 2S years, Lin-
colnwood Tower JeSident Anlhony La-
polmooe, puiS on an elaborate display 
of Christmas decorations. His entire 
lawn was covered with sokliets, sanlas, 
candy canes, candles and other para-
As in past years when Olherorganiza- phemalia. 
lions including the Salvation Army col- Five years ago Lapolmone died, 
lected donatio~ at his home, Skul hlll!t leaving his dautJtte~ Jan, and her ram-
the d osplay m hiS basement at a cost this 'I 1 · his .. ...,..,...., · " Y~ he estimates, of about $7,000. :: 1 y 0 continue ·~~gx:. 
" It was Dad's project and because it 
But the cost is minimal, he empha- meant so much to him, we continue to 
sizes. in comparison to the satisfaction decorate in his memory and~" Jan 
the display brings. That's why he said Lapolmone said. " He began decorating 
he will continue to present the holiday 2Qsomeyearsagowhenhelivedoverin 
scene "as long as my fingers are able to Sauganash. Upon moving to Lin-
do something." colnwood in 1959, he began designing 
For the pas! 22 years. Lincolnwood his own display pieces. He put up a 
clothesline and hung handmade candy-
canes from it. Eventually, he had people 
make mechanical pieces for him that he 
put out on the front lawn. Every two 
years he would collect a new one. The 
last one he had made was of a mechani-
cal elf riding a donkey. It was his favor-
ite." Lapolmone said. 
Tower's Gus Bongi and his wife Norma. 
have created a Christmas display that at-
traces spectators from as far as Japan . 
Not even the vandalism or theft that 
they have experienced in Christmas 
pas!S can dim their inteJeSt in putting to-
gether a scene that so many people are 
willing to look a1 and admire. 
"We just can't disappoint the people 
that co~ year after year. It staned just 
after we moved here and our daughter 
was born," Bongi said. "I bought the 
decorations little by little. When we 
traveled, I seemed to pick up items that I 
just knew where they would go. And 
over the years, I managed to find a place 
for everything." 
When you ask Bongi how many fig-
The Lapolmone 's have since made 
Christmas decorating a family tradition 
that will be passed down from geneta-
tion to generation. 
" It staned with Dad, and I hope to 
continue for several more years," she 
added. " My nephew will take the ropes 
from there. I only wish that the tndition 
never dies and that my father's love for 
Christmas will always be remembered 
and seen through our holiday displays." 
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Carson's clever Santa has lots in store for kids 
By Kathleen Misovic 
There ·s more to a good depanment 
store santa claus these days than a jolly 
laugh and a round belly. 
Today's santas must be quick thinkers 
with ready responses for children's 
questions. according to Harold White. 
special events coordinator and one of 
several santas for Carson Pirie Scott on 
State Street. 
"There are children who are staning 
to doubt Santa but want to believe so 
badly. that they'll come to you and test 
you.·· White said. " I had one kid ask 
me. ' If you're Santa and supposed to 
know everything about me like when 
r m naughty and nice. tell me who I sit 
next to in school: ·· 
While White is usually able to ad lib 
answers to questions such as. " How do 
you know my address?" and "What do 
you feed the reindeel'?" He had to rely 
on his luck to answer that one. 
" I answered 'Johnny,' I ~gured 
every classroom has a Johnny and that 
kid's mouth just dropped open," White 
said. 
Using experiences such as these, 
which he baS gained by working as 
Santa both at CarSon's presently and at 
Man; hall Field's in Hawthorne Mall for 
one season in the mid 1970's, has en-
abled White no! only to perfect his own 
Santa act, but also help other aspiring 
depanrnent store santas. 
As a special events coordinator at 
Carsons for seven years, White has 
been in charge of selecting and 'training 
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" Basically, it's a positive, fun job with much more on the up side than on 
the down side," Carson Pirie Scott santa Harold White said. 
years. The qualities he seeks in choos-
ing the store's santas, include a fondness 
for children, a good sense ofhumo~ pa-
tience, attentiveness, reliability and 
punctuality. 
"The whole reason Santa is there is 
for the kids," White said. "We can't 
keep a line of kids waiting by saying, 
'Santa is late."' 
Once White has selected the satisfac-
tory candidates and sent them down to 
personnel for funher consideration, he 
is left with four full-time santas and two 
back-ups whom he has to train on sev-
e"';' specific points. 
First of all, santas are taught neverto 
promise the children any specific toy, 
but keep their answers vague, so the 
YOU SAVE MONEY 
AT 
children won't be disappoint"ed if they 
don't receive exactly what they wanted 
on Christmas Day. 
Secondly, santas should never reach 
for a child. They should let the child 
come to them. "Most kids love the idea 
of Santa." White said. "But when they 
actually see him they're scared to 
death." 
White advises santas to calm fright-
ened children by speaking gently to 
them in their own voice, because Ho! 
Ho! Ho! , in a loud voice would only 
frighten them more. 
When holding infants. santas should 
always keep one hand on their bean!. 
Infants tend to pull at it. White said. 
which would ruin the experience for the 
next child in line if he saw Santa's bean! 
comeoff. . 
Santas must never re.•pond to or give 
their real names when they're with the 
children, not even to friends, co-work-
ers, or the press. 
"When you are out there with the 
children you are Santa and that's the 
only name you can respond to in front of 
them." White said. 
Finally, santas are not disciplinar-
ians, they should never get involved in 
family conflictS. " If parents ask you to 
teU their child to stop biting his nails or 
he won' t get any presents, don't side 
with them," White said. " Try to say 
something positive about the child such 
as 'I'm sure Billy is trying han! not to 
bite his nails and that he doesn't do it on 
purpose."' 
" The thing to remember is that first 
and foremost santas are there for the 
kids, not for the parents," White said. 
While White does spend a lot of time 
training and overseeing the other san-
tas. besides performing his other pro-
motional duties as special events coor-
dinator. whenever a regular santa is late 
or unable to come in. White is called in 
to take over. even on his days off. While 
it can be a draining job putting up with 
all those " little chatterboxes" for hours 
on end, White can't think of any nega-
tive experiences he has encountered as 
s~nta . 
One of White ·s best experiences as 
Santa came when he was called in to 
work one weekend to fill in for an ab-
sent Santa. During the train ride down-
town from his home in Evanston, White 
sat next to a group of parents. grandpar-
ents and children from the same family. 
Later that day, when he saw the same 
family waiting in line to see him, White 
was able to call the children over to him 
by name and to discuss specific details 
about their lives which he had over-
heard on the train. For instance, he told 
the little girt that she shouldn' t be mad 
at her brother since he didn't mean to 
pick a fight with her on the bus. 
"The kids were fi ne because to them 
I was Santa and supposed to know eve-
rything about them," White said . "But 
their parents and grandparents stared at 
me with utter amazement ... 
"After the kids hopped down, their 
mother and grandmother approached 
me and I thought they wanted to find out 
how I knew all those things. But all they 
said was "That's the most beautiful 
thing I've ever heard.' They never even 
asked me how I knew it all." 
CENTRAL CAMERA COMPANY. 
• Midwest Photographic Headquarters since 1899. 




For the professional photographer 
For the amateur 
One of the most complete phot~graphic stocks in the 
midwest. 
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PR plan backfires ·when columnist vents cri~icism 
· could see his angle, but at the same 
time,l·resented the way he_ worded a lot 
of it. 
By Josephine Gibson 
He was settling an old score ... try-
ing to teach them a lesson in the proc-
ess. 
When Clarence Petersen wrote his 
response to a press release sent by and 
about public relations students at Co-
lumbia, the "kids" got more than their 
share of the "big switch." 
Petersen, a columnist for the Chicago 
'Tlibune's Tempo section, had written a 
piece in the Nov. 2 issue about promo-
tional ism in the public relations busi-
ness. using a press release from the pub-
lic relations students as his angle. 
Students, expecting to find a nice in-
" formative story resulting from their re-
lease. fouoo instead the "Big Switch." 
in a column calling them "budding 
flacks" and blasting them for sending a 
release which. according to Petersen no 
one gave "diddly-squat" about. 
The press release was the result of a 
poll of 150 public relations students 
here. which asked the question: 
"Whom do you admire most?" 
Petersen respo!Xled, "Who cares?" 
In his column he told the students that 
they were studying for a "lucrative ca-
reer in the smoke and mirror business." 
He also wrote that they were "in the 
same racket" as those responsible for 
"the new Nixon." 
Petersen came to Columbia Nov. 18 
to "clear the air" and explain his views 
to the class that sent the release . 
According to Petersen. his reaction 
to the poll was vented on an antagonism 
that has existed betWeen journalists and 
public relations professionals for years: 
Petersen said the main reason forth is 
is because journalists worry about being 
"had" or lied to by public relations peo-
ple. 
"Some (PR) people'have to get their 
guy in the paper, for a client, who is an-
gry just because he wants to get his 
name in the paper," Petersen said. 
It has been noted that in the past, pub-
lic relations people were known as "bal-
lyhoo boys, " "hucksters" and "space-
grabbers." But Mort Kaplan, director of 
public relations studies and the class in· 
structor. explained that there is a differ· 
e~t perspective today. 
" Most responsible public relations 
people today are not engaging in de· 
ceil ... I couldn' t measure what hap-
pened 'yesterday,' but I think that's the 
state of the business today," Kaplan 
said. 
Petersen said that he dido 't mean to 
be "t~ heavy-handed." 
"I rCally wanted to give you guys 
something to think about and let the au-
dience listen in," Petersen told stu· 
dents, "and another motive was to skew 
a little venom." 
Petersen said that he immediately 
'OW a twist to the release and thought it 
would be fun to play with it. because 
they were public relations students. 
"When I was looking it over, I knew 
there was something to do here," he 
told the class. 
Petersen said he likes to write humor-
ous columns and that people sometimes 
don "t understand his work. 
"I can't expect the public to know 
who I am. so it's my fault if it dido 't 
work and it .dido ' t obviously because 
I've really had some scathing letters," 
Petersen said. 
He added however. that public rela-
tions people. above all. should know 
who they're sending their releases to. 
..:·When you ·redealing with a colum-
nist you ought to know what he does." 
he told the students. 
C.:h ronkWrTom Hotoubek 
Clarence Petersen, Chicago Tribune columnist, admits that his humor 
is often misunderstood during a lecture at a PR class here. 
The columnist said that he meant 10 However, after hearing Petersen's 
be funny, although students here dido 't views, Agnello said that she understood 
find it amusing. his motives a little better. 
Yvonne Agnello, an advertising ma-
jor. took the article as a personal blow to 
the school and the business. 
" I thought it was extren_1ely deroga-
tory to future PR students because it can 
give them the wrong idea about the 
business and it undermined the credibil-
ity of Columbia College." Agnello 
said . 
" I was looking at it non-objectively, I 
didn't see his point of view at all when I 
read the article. After I talked to him, it 
kind of calmed me down," Agnello 
said. 
Randall Buffington, a public rela-
tions major, was also upset with the 
column. 
" I have worked in PR before iuxl 
have dealt with a lot of journalists, and I 
wantajob? 
If you had an opportunity to meet a representative from 
any compony you want for a job Interview, who would ff 
be? 
In preparation for "Challenge T/Je Future," a career 
exposition, the Office of Career Services needs your 
input. 
"I think it just shows the antagonism 
or the point of view of a journalist ver· 
sus a public relations person and I think 
that's going to exist. 1bat's something 
that we both have to work with," Buf· 
fington said. 
He added though, that the antago-
nism is " healthy in a way." 
" It makes us strive to do a better 
job," Buffington said. 
He also felt that it was a good idea for 
Petersen to share his side of the story 
with the class. 
" It took a lot of ne.:Ve for him to come 
here, but yet at the same time the PR 
Pc:rson has to (be nervy) every time they 
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Dance Center wraps 
up exotic series 
By Josephine Gibson and pass my knowledge on to Olher peo-
ple," Cohen said, following the per-
1be Columbia College Dance Center formance. 
concluded its " Dance Columbia One .. 
fall series on Dec. 5 and 6 with the 
unique performance of Ze'Eva Cohen 
and Dancers. 
1be dancers mixed ballet , modern 
dance and native Israeli gesture with 
their imitations of life, animals and 
Greek mythologieal beings, bringing a 
different style of dance to the stage. 
Ze' Eva Cohen, who founded the 
dance company in 1983, was bnrn in Tel 
Aviv, Israel. She began her professional 
career at 16, studying at the Juilliard 
Sehool of Music and performing with 
Anna Sokolow's dance company for 
eight years. 
Cohen has choreographed " Mod 
Donna" for the New Yorlc Public The-
atre, "Goat Dance" and " Rainwood" 
for the Boston Ballet, and has contrib-
uted her-choreography skills to the rep-
ertories of Munich's TIIIIZprojekt, Isra-
el's Batsheva-and Kibbutz Dance Com-
panies, and the Alvin Ailey Repertory 
Ensemble, among Olhers. 
Cohen, who was seated in the audi-
ence during this performance, said this 
was her first season not performing. 
" I love to teach and to choreograph 
She said that she doesn't miss per-
forming because she has performed all 
of the pieces that she wanted. 
Along with her experience, Cohen 
said that her choreography skills come 
" from imagination and observation," 
and that " the mind is like a bank of 
ideas." 
In " Rainwood," the finale per-
formed by the entire company, the 
dancers were attired in skin-tight outfits 
that were streaked with several colors. 
With the lighting, designed by Marie 
Litvin, the dancers appeared as insects 
and animals huddling together in the 
dawn. 
Each dancer emerged from the hud-
dle, performing their own individual 
gestures of frogs , lizards and other crea-
tures. 
" Ariadne," a solo performance by 
Caryn Heilman, was done gracefullly, 
with balletic movements and disci-
plined statuesque gestures. 
Following the performance, 
Heilman described the piece as a sculp-
ture of Ariadne "starting to. come to 
Ze'Eva Cohen and dancers imitate insects and animals in their perform-
a nce of " Rainwood.'' 
life,,. rediscovering her own powers 
and seeking the "old world." 
Heilman, who is originally from 
Kansas City, Mo. , received her B.F.A. 
in modern dance from Texas Christian 
University. After moving to New Yorlc 
C ity, she performed with Ruby Shang 
and Company before joining Cohen's 
dance company. 
Wilfred Flores, exhibited strong, 
provocative gestures as one of the 
dancers in " Walkman Variations," a 
dance evoking life on the city streets to 
music by the Pointer Sisters. 
This was Flores' first season with 
Ze'Eva Cohen and Dancers. Flores has 
performed with a host of choreogra-
phers in New Yorlc. including Paula 
Mann , Larry C larlc and Lenore Latimet 
He trained at SUNY /Purchase and the 
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre, 
and is currently studying ballet with Na-
dine Revene. 
When Flores first saw the Ze 'Eva 
Cohen and Dancers performing at the 
Joyce Theatre in New Yorlc, he said he 
" loved it." 
" I just wanted a chance ... and 
when the opportunity came. I took it," 
Flores said. 
He said he admires Cohen's skills. 
"She has a really good sense of what 
dancers need to do to develop as per-
formers," Flores said . 
Unconscious surfaces in artist's exhibit 
By Lynn Paustian 
The vivid and awakening paintings 
and drawings of Rita O 'Hara-Dugo are 
_on display at Columbi~ College's Mu-
seum of Contemporary Photography in 
the " Dreams and the Unconscious" ex-
hibit now through Dec . 30. 
Many of the worlcs stem from out of 
O 'Hara-Dugo's interest in the uncon-
scious and the effect it can have on the 
formation of dreams. 
" I view the unconscious as the pri-
mary source of dreams and feelings," 
she' explained . " I think of it as the three-
year-old child inside each of us, who, 
with the feeling and perception of a 
child that age, rules and controls our be-
havior." 
· "Some of my paintings are literal ex-
amples of dreams," O 'Hara-Dugo con-
tinued. " Most come from the uncon-
scious in a more direct way, and in some 
worlcs the unconscious itself is depicted 
in the form of a small child , a small 
child inside an adult figure, and a small 
person in the company of an old, wise 
person," she said. ' 
Still other worlcs on display in the ex-
hibit concern themselveS with the de-
piction of disease, both psychological 
and physieal. The source of the disease 
is at times viewed as being passed on by 
the family system and at times coming 
from a more evil, random. powerful 
force operating the universe. In these 
particular worlcs O 'Hara-Dugo depicts 
the "superego" as another force that 
pulls or drags people down. 
" I tried to collaborate all of these 
forces and hoped to portray them as evil 
or sinister and also as attractive and se-
ductive to the viewer," O ' Hara-Dugo 
said. 
In her painting of "The Death of the 
Superego and the Freeing of the Spirits" 
in 1986, O 'Hara-Dugo develops the 
concept of the "free spirit" as a counter-
balance to the evil forces . 
" In this painting, I reveal "free spir-
its" as those souls able to transcend or 
resurrect themselves from the enslave-
ment of the demons," she explained. 
"Another force I try to characterize 
in my worlc that also counteracts disease 
and death is the physieal interconnect-
edness of people, people in all phases of 
the life cycle connected to and caring 
for one another," O ' Hara-Dugo said . 
"Two of my worlcs, Unbound in 
1985 and Holdiijg Back Disaster in 
1987, portray the theme of a struggle 
between the physieal and psychologieal 
disease on one hand, and free spirits and 
interconnected people on the othet " 
Reactions from those viewing the ex-
hjpit were as candid as the paintings and 
drawings themselves. 
" I get so many messages-there's 
good and bad and a son of frightening, 
yet intriguing sense to the paintings," 
said Randy Sussman, a sophomore An 
majot 
Brian Klammerman, also a sopho-
more Art major said, " Paintings that at-
tempt to show the forces within each of 
us. really makes a person wonder what 
goes on inside of himself, what strug-
gles actually exist and who's ~inning." 
International Youth Exchange, a Presidential 
Initiative for peace, sends teenagers like you to live 
abroad with host families. Go to new schools. 
Make new .friends. 
If you're between 
15 and 19 and want to 
help bring our world 
together,. send for 
information_ 
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009 
1!1 Tht lnmnational -...th Exchange_ 
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"Untitled ," a painting by Rita O ' Hara-Dugo is part of the current ex-
hibit 'Dreams and the Unconscious,' now on display a t Columbia 's Mu-
<eum of Contempora r y Photography. 
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Decem ber 17, 1987 fro m 3:00 to 6:00pm 
in th e Searle Confere nce Center 
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RUS H - PRES BYTER IAN -ST. L UKE'S M E DIC AL CENTER 
1725 Wes t ._Harrison St reet, Chicago, Illinois 
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Management degree program and re la ted careers in: 
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By Tanya Bey 
The Science Depanment began a 
club this fall and its membership has 
grown to more than 100 students. 
The club's popularity has been due to 
interesting club-sponsored events. and 
the club's view that science is fun . 
"Science doesn't have to be lab coats 
and goggles." said Jeff Korbitz. the Sci-
ence Club's treasurer. " It 's painless and 
there is no fee for entering the club." 
According to David Monon. presi-
dent of the club. and a third year film 
majo~ his main duty is to plan events 
and make any possible improvements 
for the club. 
"Through upcoming events I hope to 
get students a little more interested in 
science." Monon explained . 
According to vice-president Bob Ra-
bah. a third year former science major, 
his main duty is 10 organize activities 
and take over duties when the president 
is unable to. 
" I try to prove to students that sci-
ence is fun," Rabah said . 
Zafra Lerman 
Recently some 35 Science Club 
members joined a meeting with the 
American C hemical Society at the 
Americana Congres.< Hotel. featuring 
three lectures by prominent scientists 
and engineers. 
The first lecturer was Robcn Boyar. 
engineer, Reactor Analysis and safety 
Division, of Argonne National Lab. 
Boyar discussed known facts leading to 
the occurrence of the Chernobyl Nu-
clear power d isastet 
The second guest lecturer was Joseph 
B. Lampert, Professor of the Dcpan-
ment of Chemistry a t Nonhwestern 
University. He discussed several ways 
i" which chemistry serves arc.haeologi-
gists and c ited anifacts that have been 
excavated. 
The third guest lecturer was V.J . 
Shiner, professor and Chairman of the 
Depanment of C hcmi, try at Indiana 
Univer.;ity. During his presentation he 
reviewed recent research concerning 
Chemistry·s role in solvation. com::la-
tion and prediction~ of re-activity. 
On Nov. 7. the Science Club at-
tended National Chcrnl\lry Day at the 
Museum of Science and lndu>try. The 
main attraction at 'thi~ show wa!) the 
Omni Max Flyer... 
"Students learn about !\ocial b\ucs 
that effect their live> and profe.-ion," 
sa id Zafra Lcnnan, C hairpcr:.on of the 
Science Depanment. "They have a 
chance to meet nationally-known scien-
tists and make a lot of contacts ... Ler-
man said. 
" If a snrdent is interested in having a 
home to chat. read and have a cup of 
coffee or tea, and learn about the envi-
ronment in a fun way, they should join 
the Science Club," Lerman said. 
·-












New Giordano's adds 
flavor to South Loop 
By Karen Brody avocado salad served on a bed of Jet· 
Giordano's, 236 S. Wabash, is are· 
freshing alternative to a South Loop sat-
urated with greasy spoons that feature 
bad food and high prices. 
Giordano's, which opened last 
month. offers several options for the 
South Loop diner. First of all . if time is 
of the essence. they feature a IS-minute 
express lunch- not a new concept. but 
a must for diners on a time limit. The 
express lunch includes the individual 
"Baby Stuffed Pizza. " sandwiches. 
pastas and salads 
The atmosphere of this Giordano's is 
simple. In fact it's not worth mention-
ing. More importantly, they're still 
serving good pizza. The thin-crust pizza 
is served piping hot and the cheese 
doesn't slide off the crust and bum your 
chin. And mushroom lovers- these are 
tuce, topped with tomatoes and black 
olives costs $2.75. The house dressing. 
a basic Italian blend of oil and vinegar, 
is worth trying. They managed to dis· 
cover the perfect marriage of oil and 
vinegar- hardly an easy task. 
Giordano's offers several soups at 
lunch_ The .creamed soups are surpris· 
ingly good, very thick and buttery. 
However, avoid the minestrone, which 
tastes like Campbell's vegetable soup. 
Several hearty sandwiches are of· 
fered for just $3.25. They're listed as 
"Stuffed Sandwiches," but in actuality 
they're just "loaded" sandwiches 
topped with tomatoes, lettuce and on-
ions. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nmcanned . 
Stuffed pizza fans. you can't go 
The new Giordano's is trying hard to 
please its patrons. Seating is relatively 
quick except on Fridays, when large 
parties consume available space. The 
service is friendly and prompt. 
WERE FIGHTING FOR 
'vOURLIFE .. 
American Heart ~a 
Association V 
wrong. This stuffed pizza offers the 
right amount of cheese and the crust 
won't weigh you down. 
Individual stuffed pizzas start at just 
$3.78. 
In addition to pizza, Giordano's 
serves pasta. The lasagna is especially 
good: a nice blend of spices. lots of ri· 
,..,.,....,, """" cheese and beef. make this one as 
The prices are very reasonable- you 
may glance at the check twice. Consid· 
ering the food is good and generous, 
and the service prompt and friendly, it's 
• not unusual for two to dine for under 
$10. 
The restaurant hours are Mon. -
Thurs. II a.m. to 12 p.m. and Fri. and 
Sat. II a.m. to I a.m. 
The new Giordano's, located at 236 S. Wabash, offers all the tasty regu-
lars of their other restaurants yet also feature a IS-minute express 
lunch. 
as mama's. The portion is very 
is served with a small salad. 
Pastas and individual pizzas are sold 
exclusively at lunch. 
Help bring the world together. 
Host an exchange student ~~~~~~,.~~~iijjijiiiij~ Health conscious eaters will enjoy 
~~~~~~~--~~~~ 
the selection of salads. A large vegeta· 
ble salad is just Sl .50 A tomato salad 
topped with Spanish onions, anchovies 
and the house dressing is $2. 75. An 
Housi~g 
1133-57 W. Grace. Large 3-1 /2 
room !-bedroom in East Lakeview 
Newer appliances. hardwood 
noors, tile bath and showet dcco-
ra~ . good parking and transporta· 
lion. Lease, security required . No 
dog.s. From $435/month heated. 
929-1620 
71 I W. Belmont. Huge (10000 sq . 
ft.) renovated 2-bedroom pent· 
house. Excellent views of the city 
skyline and lalce from apartment and 
privau:sundeck. Apartment feature. 
lr.ICI:: lighting, levolor blinds, new 
luxurious carpeting and large 
closcu. 'The kitchen has deluxe 
Merillat OaJc cabinets, and new ap-
pliances, and dL\hwaoher. The bath· 
100105 are redone with fine Euro-
pean ceramic tile, and feature de-
luxe oak cabonetry and new fixtures. 
This apartment mu\1 be M:Cn tn be 
appreciated. \~Y>/mnnth heated. 
935-12Uo, 92~· 1620. 
739 W. Belmont. Exquisitely reno-
va~ studio apartments. featuring 
track lighting, levolor blinds. new 
luxurious carpeting. and large walk 
in closets . Kitchens have Deluxe 
Merillat Oak cabinets. and new ap-
pliances. The bathrooms are redone 
with fine European ceramic tile . 
feature Deluxe oak cabinetry. and 
new fixtures. Apartments rent for 
$375 to $400/month heated. Base-
ment apartment available $300/ 
month . 935-1226, 929-1620. Open 
House Noon to 5:00P.M . 
RENOVATED BUENA PARK 
HIGHRISE. INTERCOM SECU· 
RJTY. W/W CARPETING , DEC· 
ORATED, LAUNDRY NO 
DOGS. 
4157 N. CLARENDON, 
WERNER, CAROL 348·3132, 
929-1620 
\\Tite: YOUTH EXCHANGE 
Pue blo, Colorado 81009 
Classifieds 
RENOVATED CERAMIC TILE 
BATH. SHOWER. MODERN 
KITCHEN. DECORATED, 
HARDWOOD FLOOR. NO 
DOGS. HUGE 600 SF STUDIO 
823 W. BUENA, BOB OR HILA 
929-1620: 5494513 
Grace/Fremont. 3-1/2 room l· bed· 
room apartment. Decomted. hard· 
wood noors. appliances. shower. 
laundry and heated. From $435/ 
month call 929-9741. 929· 1620 
~ The International hth Exchange. 
Opportunities 
PERFORMA CE AND INTER· 
MEDIA ARTISTS - Proposals 
nnw OCing otl' (,.'Cplcd ftlr RSG \ live 
cvcnt/pcrformant.·c pn,gr~un . Write 
or phone fnr pmpns.1l form/info tn 
Randolph Su,ct Gallery. 756 N-. 
Milwauh'C. Chi<·agu. IL 60622. 
(312)666-7737 
Earn up to $5.000 this school year 
managing on-<:ampus marketing 
programs for top national compan-
ies. Flexible pan-time hours. Must 
be a juniot seniot or grad student. 
Call Katie or Dee at (800) 592-2121. 
Personals 
Wanted Student Agents to sell Vaca· 
tion Tours. To Florida and Thxas 
Starting at low $149.00 per person 
for 7 Nights. CALL for lnforma· 
tion: 
To J. W. - I think you should keep in 
mind who pays your salary. If it 
weren't for us little people, you 
wouldn't have a job. 
Yours truly - C.S. 
Photogruphcrs - I'm looking for 
pix of the now defunct mur.ol one 
block S<>Uth of Sears Tower. I shor 
aboul hulf of it. 
Cull Steve 724-8656 
Happy 21st Carolyn Nagle! 
How (how) does it feel? 
Still a thrill? 
Brilliant Disguise ... Jamie! 
Your Best Friend, 1licia 
Black lonely man looking for block 
lonely women. Offers lms of tender 
love and care. I'd love to meet in 
student center Monday I :()()..2:00. 
I'll be wen ring black jenn jnckct ond 
gruy hat . Numc - Ellim F. C. 
(312) 860-2980 
1l-.1nsportation Available. 
Randolph SII\.'Ct GaUcry Invites Art· 
ists to submit pn)!lOSals for pmjecls 
in all media. including painting. 
vid<'O. sculpture. photo. mix<'d. In-
dividual project• und gnoup upplicu-
tions et>n.,idcn.'d. Emph:"i' on quul-
ity uf l~>mmitmcnt und development 
of ide:•'· S.:nd slide• . ""unoc. and 
SASE tu RSG. 756 N. Milwuuh'C. 
Chkugo. IL 60622. (J 12) 666·7737 
The winner of the Super Grand prize In the Chronicle Extravagnnza was Carrie Knlmcr. 
We at the Chronicle would like to thank everyone 
who was willing to donate prizes. 
Artists Restaurant 
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Epic film depicts war through the eyes of a boy 
By Matthew Kissane 
" Its at the beginning and the end of 
the war that we have to look out for our· 
selves. In between. it's a country club . .. 
John Malkovich said ilear the end of 
'11\brld War II to the young Christian 
Bale in the bunker of a prison camp in 
Shanghai. which happened to have been 
a British country club before the war. 
;I'hat piece of monologue just about 
sums up the storyline of Stephen 
Spielberg's latest thriller. "Empire of 
the Sun." 
11le film is based on J.G . Ballard's 
autolriographical novel of the same 
name. the account of an English youths 
survival in the Shanghai overrun by the 
Japanese. 
plane and, nearby, a troop of Japanese 
soldiers. 
Jamie's father becomes concerned 
and moves his wife and son into a sea-
port hotel to prepare for the escape to 
Singapore. 11le invasion comes over 
too quickly and the family becomes 
swept up in a mob of Westerners trying 
desperately to escape the doomed city. 
He becomes separated from )lis par· 
ents and fi nds himself alone in the cha- • 
otic city m led with scavengers. After 
returning to his house and living on 
what little survival nqeds the scavengers 
had left, he runs into two vagabond 
American merchant seamen, played by 
Malkovich and Joe Pantoliano, who use 
him to h~lp survive. 
One of the most dramatic scenes in It is not a ··world War II" movie. in 
that it is not a heroic allies overcome the the movie involved their meeting, dur-
brutal axis powers storyline. 11 is an un- ing which Basic (Malkovich) asks the 
dated anti-war mm. boy his name to which he receives the 
It is a look at the warthrough the eyes reply. "Jamie Graham." 
of the child as he grows through his ado· Basie takes a drag on his cigarette. 
lescence in captivity with minimal looks through a pair of aviator glasses 
means of survival and primitive civil he had taken from the boy, and says in 
life. _his New York hipster monotone, "Jim 
It opens with a look at the boy's she!- - 3 new name for 3 new life .'' 
tered upperclass rearing in the British Jim becomes Basic's loyal disciple 
quaner of the International Settlement and acts as his gopher, stealing materials -
to trade within the anarchic community. 
of Shanghai. Jamie Graham (Bale) eats The three survive on the chaotic streets 
breakfast with his parents in a luxurious 
Young J im Gr aham , played by C hristia n Bale, crawls outs ide a p rison camp in "Em pire of the S un," a n epic drama 
set against the adult world of war as seen through the eyes of a young boy. 
and are eventually captured and sent to 
Thdor dining room at a table befitting a Soochow Creek , a British country club 
conference room. The family has ser· that the Japanese transfonned into an 
vants and a chauffeur. Jamie spends his 
playtime running around the lush eState airstrip and prison camp through ·the la-
in his Cathedral Academy school uni- bor of the captives. 
fonn with his ever-present model air- There Jim continues his loyal slavery 
planes. to Basic, and makes it his destination to 
It is l94l and the Japanese, only a get himself accepted into the tough 
few miles across the Chinese Sea to the American donnitory. where he is the 
east, are presently conquering other bun of pranks and insults. Meanwhile, 
parts of the Pacific. However, at the he gets an education through smuggled 
movie's commencement, the Shanghai books from a British physician. 
British seem to have no concern about That is just the beginning of the war. 
·Although it is four years when the war 
the Japanese. 
Jamie's fascination .with airplanes ends, it seems like only weeks in the 
film. There are points in the movie in 
-.ventually brings him to the realization which the time factor seems to be irrcle· 
that Japanese takeover is not just a prob- vant and the end of the film drags. 
ability, but a cenainty, when he wanders Another problem the movie has is 
into a field at a costume party with his convincing the audience that thecharac-
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seems to barely survive his first few 
days. when he has to live on spoiled 
food from his family's ravished refriger-
ator and leftover rum candy, he some· 
how not only survives the worse condi· 
tions he endures later, but finds energy 
to run around the camp stealing goods 
forthe Americans. 
But the story almost seems to have 
been written for Spielberg, whose cine-
matic interpretation of the young boy's 
unusual li fe makes it such a wonderful 
film . 
" I identified with and was inspired 
by Jims character,·· Spielberg has told 
the press. " Jim is the youngest hero in 
rccont literature. He..'s a survivot in a 
'world that doesn't allow survival." 
Spielberg brings his unique way of 
relating children with the film, as he has 
done in " E .T." and " Amazing Stories." 
Severa] scenes in the ffiovic incorpo-
The party begins. 
2 drinks later. 
rated the boy's fantasies with the actual 
historical happening. When a food cap-
sule dropped from the sky by the Amer-
ican Air Force falls through the roof of 
Jim's bunker, streamers and confetti fall 
from it as the food pours like manna. 
And the small characters that appear 
are people only noticeable to Jim. He 
befriends a Japanese boy thro~gh the 
barbed wire that separates the camp 
from the Japanese boy's air strip play-
ground . They communicate through the 
common language of model airplanes. 
Miranda Richardson plays a young 
woman that take Jim into custody in 
captivity. Jim develops an adolescent 
crush on the hot dancer from "Dance 
With a Stranger." 
Jim's obsession with planes is almost 
personal to Spielberg. The director 
went to extremes to get collectors· 
items. such as the P-5 1 Mustangs which 
The more you drink, the more coordination you lose. 
That's a fact, plain and simple. 
were bought for $500,000 each , toes-
tablish the authenticity of the American 
invasion. 
One scene makes an American 
proud. in which the young Britisher 
sc:reams at the invading Mustangs. 
"Cadillac of the Sky!" 
The production involved a lot of 
careful planning and even international 
diplomacy. being the first Western film 
ever shot in Red China. It took pro-
ducers Kathleen Kennedy and Frank 
Marshall almost four years to negotiate 
with China after deciding that Shanghai 
.was the only s ite that could reproduce 
itself on film. The rest of the movie was 
filmed in England and Spain. 
Ballard's novel took 40 years to 
write, received top fiction awarrls in the 
United Kingdom and has been trans-
lated into _18languages, including Japa· 
nese . 
It's also a fact that I 2 ounces of beer; 5 ounces of wine and 
111'1 ounces of spirits all have the same alcohol content. And 
consumed in excess, all can affect you. Still, people drink too 
much and then go out and expect to handle a car. 
A public service 
message from 
WillCJV!gers 
Institute When you drink too much, you can't handle a car. You can't even handle a pen. 
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Special Olympians fueled by guts and desire 
By Matthew Kissane 
Tilc!y l><ldy •·he.:ked L"J~h ocher wirh 
r"'-' same fire as in rho NHL. Their 
fk!'n.·~ c-ompetiti\'c:ne~s came nut in their 
uninhibit~ stud:.·out t\lngues. The 
dominating teams mt.:kcd up scores 
e,·en when they were winning by five 
gools. 
Play<rs w<re penalized for high-
slicking and n1ughing. One kid was car-
ried our aft<r b<ing brurally run inro a 
wall. Thar"s amareur hockey a1 ils mosl 
physical. 
Tb< players have more guls !han !he 
pros. more desire and more esteem. Af-
ler all. how many pros have !he guls 10 
slick rheir rongues our al !heir oppo-
nenrs between plays? 
Teams represenling several parks 
around !he ciry compe!ed in !he Chi-
cago Park Disrricr/Special Olympics 
Polyhockey rournamenl al Gage Park 
Nov. 20. One ofrhe players rhal helped 
lead the MI. Greenwood Park 
.. Woodies· 10 a second place finish in 
!he senior female division was Kalhleen 
Gurhrie. 
Inflicted with Down's Syndrome. the 
20-year-{)ld also comperes in baskel-
ball. swimming. gymnasrics. volleyball 
and track and field for MI. Greenwood. 
She was one of two Chicago swim· 
mers who made illo !he Special Olym-
pics Inrernarional Games at Noire 
Dame in Augusl. She won a silver 
medal in the 50 yard breastslroke and 
placed fourth in the individual medley. 
When Kathy was born, so were the 
Special Olympics. which began at Sol-
dier Field in 1968 with combined grants 
from the Chicago Park Dislrict and the 
Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation. The 
compel it ion involved I .000 athletes. 
More !han 3.000 Olympians competed 
in the CPO/SO !rack and field meellast 
May. 
Kathy joined thai dynamic unity of 
mentally handicapped children al the 
age of five when she became involved 
with MI. Greenwood's Special Recrea-
tion departmenl. 
Kathy grew to be a determined young 
lady. who followed !he stricr rule of set-
ting goals and achieving !hem. The 
middle child in her family, she has been 
bowling and dancing with her friends national Games. and often keeps up 
from the Olympics. and collects record wilh the or"'-'r swimmers in the pool. 
albums. her favorites including Ma- sometimes passing them. 
Kathy G uthrie waits to play in the senior female divis ion finals. T he 20-
year-old athlete recently had surger y on her heels and soon will add ice 
skating to her athletic repertoire. 
donna. Janet Jackson and George Mi-
chael. 
..Twenty years ago. a person wilh 
' Down ·s may not be able to do malh or 
hold a job, but today it's nor like that, .. 
said Marilyn Cook. ''(Kalhy) socializes 
with her friends aod is into makeup and 
having her hair look nice. Shes a very 
happy girl ... 
She worked out several nights a week 
a1 the Mt. Greenwood pool for the I mer-
A podiatric disorder limited her com-
petition mnsrly to swimming. and she 
had surgery 10 drop her heels aft~r the 
International Games. She compe!ed in 
the Polyhockey tournament as a part-
time goal tender. with her feet in fi -
berglass braces which she will have 10 
wear for the next six months. 
" With her surgery. we're hoping 
she'll play well, .. said Cook. --shes 
hoping to learn to ice skare now:· 
very close to !hem, as well as socializ- F'~~~aa:ao~~~~aa:ao~~~aa:ao:ao~~~aa:a;;:a;;~~"1l 
ing wilh her friends, unlike many ri 
Chronklf'ITum llolouMk 
;\II. Greenwood's left wing beats a Blackhawk Park defender to the puck in 
a Special Recreation Junior Polyhockey game at Gage Park Nov. 20 . 
Down's victims. 
She b<longs to !he 1een club at Sr. 
Germaine ·s parish in Oak Lawn, enjoys 
Strickland benching _ 
teaches Demons a lesson 
By Jeff Copeland 
On Nov. 20, when DePaul junior 
point guard Rod Suickland was de-
clared academically ineligible to com-
pete in the fall quarter because of his 
failure 10 meet University require-
ments, the Blue bemons lost more !han 
a player. They lost a role model. 
Aftertwoseasons, Strickland's statis-
tics and awards speak for lhemselves: 
- Led !he squad in scoring as a fresh-
man with 14.1 poi nt~. 
- Last season he averaged 16.3 
points a game, while scoring 490 total 
JlO.ints. It was the eighreenlh best single 
season in school history and .econd 
only to Mark Aquirre for 'ophomore 
honor\. He al•o averaged 3.8 rebound•, 
6.5 a••iM' and 'cored in double figure' 
in 26 of 30 game,. 
- In two 'ea'""' he ha' scored 927 
point,, juM 73 'hort of becoming the 
28th player in DePaul hi\tory to top 
I ,000. Furthermore, he 'tand' 'ixth in 
career aJo.\i\t\ with 355. 
- He Wa\ voted one of the five nc .... t 
pointguanh in !he counrry by '/he 
Sponin~t New.\ and wa'-t one of the 10 
player\ 'clccred pre"'"'"" All Ameri<:ll 
" I needed somebody to jus t tell me I 
couldn't play a nymore," DePaul 
junior point guard Rod Strickland 
said before returning to action 
against Western Michigan Dec. 9. 
by Inside Sports and Playboy maga-
zine. 
Strickland\ absence during DePaul's 
fi~t two game~ was quite evident. 
The Blue Demon,, for !he fiF'>t time 
,;nee I 978. lo't their home opener, K4-
76 in overtime to the Peppenline 
Wave~. Thb wa~ a game DePaul :-.hould 
have won and clearly would have won 
with floor- leade r Strickland on the 
court. 
Three nighL' later. the Blue Demons 
were back at home ~truggling to defeat 
!he Niagara Purple Eagles 88-87 in an-
other overtime. 
Finally, after regrouping to trounce 
ntinois State, DePaul was able to 
breathe a sigh a relief after !hey were 
given word !hat Strickland had regained 
his eligibility after !he comminee re-
viewed his fall quarter fmal grades. 
Strickland and coach Joey Meyer be-
lieve that the ineligibility ruling. as 
much as it may have temporarily hurt 
the ballclub, may have some positive 
lasting affects. 
.. 1 think in the long run chis is a s ilua-
tion that's always good for a program.·· 
Meyer said. --sometime.' it keeps ev-
eryone'· head in the right direcrion and I 
think this is a situation where Rod can 
grow from and make him concentrate 
more and make him work a little harder. 
I think thai's a good sign for our whole 
basketball team ... 
.. This is pmbably what I needed 
mo,r:· Strickland said. ..1 needed 
somebody toju't tell me I couldn't play 
anymore. It really makes you think ." 
And it make!-. the rest of the Uluc De-
mom. think of how disa:-.tmus their sca-
:-.on could have hccn without him. 
----~w~ekly Schedule~-----
MON. TUE. WED. THUR. FRI. SAT SUN. 
At SEA TILE 
~AN rKAN NOON 
II EAR~ /!:(~) 
At At llOSTON 
MINN. IORON-10 7=-KJ 
HAWK~ 
At Ill IKOII < II VII ANil AtWA~II . 
7:1~1 7: Ul (.:Ill 
111111 ~ 
Attention Future Graduates 
Do you know 
what you look like 
during a job interview? 
Do you appear nervous or 
confident? 
Are you confident that your 
cover letter, resume or 
portfolio reflect the real you 
and put you in the best light? 
The Office of Career Services 
is offering you a chance 
to be videotaped 
in an 
interview-like setting and a 
review of your cover Jetter 
and resume. 
Contact Dr. Kate McGovern 
Career Services Office 
Room607 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
663·1600 ext. 281 
One more step to lead you on the 
road to success. 
-
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Winter bri.ngs hot deals 
By Joe Kristufek 
What's this? Baseball in the news in 
early December? That's right. the an-
nual winter meetings of the bosses of all 
26 major league franchises were held in 
Dallas this past week. Each team will be 
looking to sure up it's weaknesses 
through trades and an expected large 
amount of free agent signings. 
In Chicago. the Cubs will mainly be 
looking to improve their starting pitch-
ing as well as their overall team speed. 
Last Thesday. the Cubbies dealt ace 
relief pitcber lee Smith to the Boston 
Red Sox for starter AI Nipper and re-
liever Calvin Schraldi. Nipper was an 
II game winner with a high 5.43 
E.R.A.. while Schraldi won eight 
games. saved six and compiled a hefty 
4 .41 E.R.A. Bothpitcherswillbebetter 
in the National League. 
General manager Jim Frey should 
have no untouchables, but his main 
trade bait is said to be 3B Keith More-
land, IB Leon Durham and catcher 
Jody Davis, who has been rumored to 
go to the Blue Jays for Dave Stieb. This 
would leave either the veteran Jim Sun-
dberg or roolcie Damon Benyhill as the 
starter. 
1be nucleus of the club is built 
around the bats of All- Stars Ryne Sand-
berg and M. V.P. Andre Dawson, and 
the arm of Rick Sutcliffe. 1be Cubbies 
rely too heavily on the home run. and if 
new skipper Don Zimmer plans on do-
ing any running this year the Cubs must 
look for a speedy leadoff hitter to re-
place Bobby Demier who signed with 
the Phillies as a free-agent. 
On the other side of towri, the White 
Sox will be looking for any help they 
can fmd. lbey have also been active. 
sending starter Richard Dotson to the 
Yankees for JB/OF Dan Pasqua. The 
Sox main needs include a major league 
third baseman. a real stopper and some 
type of right-handed power hitter. Don't 
let last season's strong finish fool you. 
this team is weak in just about every 
area. 
1be Sox have no untouchables, but 
the names that will come up most often 
in the trade talks include lefty Floyd 
Bannister. right-hander Jose DeLeon 
and the left-handed bats of Harold 
Baines and I B Greg Walker. Baines has 
been rumored to go to Seattle for third 
baseman Jim Presley. The Sox should 
be one of the more active teams •t the 
meeting;. but if they're not. look for an-
other dismal season in '88. 
Aftf'r :.. OW(t\fm f'aiHu" ttw ( 'uh"' ' 
JJhey tc ,,vt r tht alrwavt:-., tK IIHHiiiJ(t' r 
,lim flrf'y ~rlmJnl"tr:..h·" rh•HI"' fur ttw 
tt'am tlt,wu iu U:.. lla tt rluriiiJ! lhl" 
WJntt r 1\1f•+' linS(,tc. 
Here's how the rest of the league 
shapes up: 
NLEASI' 
I. ST. LOUIS CARDINALS-With 
Jack Clark a free-agent, the Cards have 
to be looking for a power hitter for the 
middle of their line-up as well as a right-
handed starter. Magrane and Matthews 
will attract a lot of attention as left-
handed starters and Util ity man Jose 
Oquendo will also be sought. 
Lee Smith's Lightning 
was sent to Boston for some much 
. needed starling pitching. 
2. NEW YORK METS-Aithough 
they finished second in the division last 
season. the Mets are probably the 
strongest team. personnel-wise. in all of 
baseball. A little more versatility could 
be added to the bench and bullpen and a 
quality shortstop is also a top priority. 
Jessie Orosco and speedster Mookie 
Wilson are the main trade bait. 
3. MONTREAL EXPOS-the Expos 
surprised most baseball experts by fin-
ishing third last year, but need to find 
catching and pitching help if they want 
to stay away from a serious drop in 
standings. With Hubie Brooks expected 
to move into right field. shortstop may 
also be a problem. Teams are seeking 
reliever Tim Burke. 2B Vance Law and 
OF Mitch Webster. 
4 . PITISBURGH PIRATES· This is 
one of the up-and-coming teams in the 
National League. They have the pitch-
ing. but now they must find a right· 
handed slugger to drive in some runs. 
The Pirates should stay quiet. but if the 
right deal comes along. they could trade 
one of their young startelli (Dunne. Om· 
bek. Fisher, Bielecki or Palacios). 
5. PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES-
Like most. the Phillb are looking for a 
consiMcnt pitcher "-' well a> a quality 
shortMop. They ; igncd outfielder 
Bobby Dernier as a free-agent to pla-
toon in center field with the incumbant 
Milt Thompson. Glen Wilson ha> been 
the main player'" early talk>. 
NLWF:ST 
I . SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS-the 
Giant' ~igncd leadoff rn:m Breit Butler 
to add a legitimate \tolcn hasc thrc<tt to 
the line-up whi le losing OF Chili Davis 
to the Angels . The Giants' top priority 
i• the •igning• of pitchers Rick Rcu.<-
chel and Atlcc Hammaker. Bench 
Mn:n~th iN •IS<> needed. 
2. CJNINNATI REDS-The Reds he-
g•n their winter meetings hy shipping 
01' Dave Parker uff to the A's fur 
yuung.•tclli Jot.c Rijo and Tim llirtS<>s . 
Thi• take> unc potent Jcli-handcd bat 
out ol the line-up, M) now the ~cds will 
he looking f{Jr a h:.11 to rcplucc hirn 
(l_.cnn l>urfwm) . 
1 IJ()JJSTON ASTIHJS With<•ll a 
~CIIC f<ll m:an:•gcr, 11 will he dlflu.:ull for 
the /\\lroh to flu IIIIlCh 11111ir lit' XI week , 
butt hey 1lld iH' tflllll' SS I<Hh:HI I~aiiiiH't 
fltHu tht.• lit:. vc" lor J IIO~t)t<'t l s They 
11ct:d he lp bcluud 1l1c plull' llllcl a1Mtllt.'l'41 
M llllt' llllt'I)(;',JCk'> IH(i!run l h!Vl 'o lollll 
lht· lonl( lmll f II •''~ ln ry l'ulll 11111 1 
K1·v•n I Iii"''· Hit' '·l•ul 111 lw , '"t.' lin· hl1~ k 
4. ATLANTA BRAVES-The Braves 
need help almost everywhere. They 
desperately need a center fielde~ speed 
and some pitching. They are expected 
to re-sign Bob Horne~ who had spent 
the year in Japan, to bolster a very weak 
line-up. Lefty Zane Smith will attract a 
lot of'attention, but the Braves may ask 
too much. 
5. L.A. DODGERS-Unlike the rest 
of the teams in the league, the only thing 
Tommy Lasorda doesn't need is starting 
pitching. They do need a lot of offense. 
If Sax is moved into the outfield, a sec-
ond sacker is also a must (free-agent 
Hubbardor Oester?). Starting pitchers 
and OF/ IB Mike Marshall will attract 
some offers. 
6. SAN DIEGO PADRES-lbe Pa· 
dres need a Jot, but don't have too much 
to give up. 9. M. Jack McKeon wants to 
sit back and Jet his young talent develop 
without trading any of it. Goose Gos-
sage, Carmelo Martinez and MarveiJ 
Wynne are on the block. 
ALEASI' 
I. DETROIT TIGERS-The Tigers 
acquired speedy OF Gary Pettis from 
the Angels for disappointing starter Dan 
Petry. The Tigers needed to bolster their 
team speed, but also need to fmd the 
right- handed hitter with some pop in his 
bat. Kirk Gibson is on the trading block 
and Detroit could get a lot for him. 
Slu~er Keith Moreland could he 
valuable stock in the American 
League. but the Cubs need a third-
baseman in return. 
2. TORONTO BLUE JAYS-The 
Jay\ need a right-hand hilling <.·atchcr as 
well as a lefty for the bullpen and a 
thinlba!\Cman. Rumo~ continue to 
!<~Wirl :.amun<.l pitcher Di.IVC Sth.:b. OF 
Je.sic llarfiled and I 13 Willie Upshaw. 
3. MILWAUKEE BREWERS-The 
Brewers c.:oulll usc a starter or two ;md 
need to bolster a very weak bench. but 
will not give up any of their yo~ng tal-
ent. Catcher llill Schroeder is uvailuble 
and the Brewers nury be able tn get 11 
mediocre starter for him. 
4. NEW YORK YANKEES-Look 
for the Yanks tn make a blockbuster deal 
this winter, Stcinhn:nncr must dt, some-
thing besides rehiring !lilly Manin tn 
shake up his tnK>JlS. They may look tn 
the Sux uguin for Btumistcr, or muyhc 
even f·fl.m•ld Uuincs now thnt Duvc 
l 1urkcr hus hccn sent tc• Oi!klund. Stcin-
hn:nncr isn't ufntitllo dculunyom: und 
lhc Yunf..ccs 111iuor· lcnJ:tiiC sy!-!l clll is 
louckd With Hllod prn!<IJ'Il't.:l!'o , 
~ BOSTON IU!I> SOX The UoSox 
rlt'~·d plldung "' '~ ly, huiiiiiJifiiVCd their 
1)4.'11 hy m·quiiiiiJ' ltH' hulh-r l,,·c Snuth 
llorn llw ( 'uho., ( 'utdu·r l<rdr ( 11-dtllllll 
o.;lrould tlruw u lot olullrntron 
Locker Room Lines 
by 
Matthew Kissane 
It's that Kris Kringle time of the year again, during which many groups or 
people put their names into grab-bags along with a listing of items of their 
desire. Everybody needs something, including well-paidjocks.lfthey haven't 
filled out their lists, I would like to make it my ChrislmaS deed to help them. 
Joey Meyer: Dallas Comegys, Teny Cummings, Mark Agguire and Jim 
Mitchem. · 
The Minnesota 'IWins: a schedule with all home games. 
Bob Murdoch: a schedule with all home games. 
Sam Bowie: wheelchair basketball skills. 
Jim Frey: a qualified baseball team. 
Andre Dawson: a supponing pitching staff. 
1be St. Louis Cardinals: a healthy Jack Clarlc: and home games at Wrig-
ley Field. 
!..any Himes: some trade bait. 
Harold Baines: a team with a leader 
J im McMahon: bionics for himself and his offensive line. 
Mike Ditlca: acting lessons from McMahon. 
Walter Payton: a Super Bowl touchdown 
Vince 1bbin: a defensive player with Dennis McKinnon's mouth. 
Dennis McKinnon: a position on defense. 
Bill Cuny, coach of the Alabama Crimson Tide:' a rebuilt program and 
advice from Bear Bryant's grave. . 
Earle Bruce, former coach or the Ohio State Buckeyes: an undernded 
team to take some of the blame off his shoulders. 
1be Detroit Lions: a schedule with Kansas City on it every week . 
1be Kansas City Chiefs: Eric Dickerson, Dan Marino, Mike Singletary, 
Howie Long, Mike Ruth and Lawrence Taylor on their side. 
1be Washington Bullets: more players between six-feet and seven-feet' 
lall for balance. 
Michael Jordan: private scrimmages. 
Australia: something better to offer our country than Jacko, Crocodile 
Dundee and America's Cup. 
Rod Strickland: a "C" 
Chicago: an all-purpose stadium named for the late Mayor Washington. 
6. ORIOLES-This team didn't have 
a starting pitcher over .500 last yea~ so 
that is top priority. lbey will part with 
3B Ray Knight, but don' t have too 
much else to give. lbey acquired Doug 
Sisk from the Mets but he surely isn't 
going to tum this franchise around. 
7. CLEVELAND INDIANS-lbe 
Indians need pitching more than any 
team in baseball , but they also have alot 
to give. Third baseman Brook Jacoby 
and Cory Snyder SS Julig_.Franco, I B 
Pat Tabler and OF Mel Hall and Car-
men Castillo are all good hitters and are 
all available. 
ALWEST • 
I. MINNESOTA TWlNS-lbe 
World Champs would fall nat on their 
faces next year if something is not done 
about the starting pitching. Also.free-
agent third baseman Gary Gaetti could 
be lost. 
2. KANSAS CITY ROYALS-Ac-
quired much needed SS in Kurt Stillwell 
along with starter Ted Power for lefty 
Danny Jackson. They still need a 
catcher and RBI man. Will they pan 
with OF Lonnie Smith. I B Steve 
Balboni and relief ace Dan Quisen-
beny? 
3. OAKLAND A'S-lbey've been 
very active already, acquiring slugger 
Dave Parker to go along with Canscco 
and McGiure. lbey ~ld use belp in 
the bullpen and on the bench. Shortstop 
Alfredo Griff'm has been the center of a 
lot of talks. 
4. SEATILE MARINERS-lbe 
Mariners covet the Sox' Baines and will 
give up a lot in return. OF Phil Bradley 
and 3B Jim Presley are on the block and 
they should get a quality starte~ in re-
turn. 
5. TEXAS RANGERS-lbey need 
starting and relief pitching and who 
doesn't. 1be Rangers don't have as 
much to offer but SS Scott Aetcber and 
OF's Ruebin Sierra and Odibe McDo-
well will attract a lot of offers. 
6. CAUFORNIA ANGELS-Age fi-
nally caught up with the Angels last 
year. but should improve in '88. 
lbey've been active thus fat obtaining 
Chili Davis and pitcher Dan Petry. lbey 
must resign ace Mike Witt and trade for 
a stopper as well as some young lalent. 
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